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Analytical Imaging for Complex Materials
Dat Tien Hoang
Systems known as complex materialshave key attributes that contribute
to their designation as “complex”. For example, evolving dynamical properties
add complexity, as is observed in supercooled liquids. Polymers and proteins are
structurally complex as they can fold in different conformations, with these dif-
ferent conformations affecting different biological functions or physical prop-
erties. Complex materials generally have interesting macroscopic properties
that are difficult to predict from their microscopic (molecular) constituents. The
connection between microscopic features and macroscopic properties in these
materials has been a subject of study for decades, yet the ability to wield strong
predictive power in these materials remains elusive.
Imaging can provide information in both space and time necessary to under-
stand how the microscopic details in these materials yield the observed macro-
scopic properties. Moreover, time-sequenced imaging allows one to understand
how these properties might evolve. To image these details however, requires
high resolution in both time and space. Unfortunately, obtaining images and
extracting information from these images becomes quite difficult as the length
scales of interest become small, especially when signal-to-background ratios are
low.
My dissertation work addresses the challenge of extracting such informa-
tion by developing quantitative methods to circumvent obstacles related to ob-
fuscation from low signal as well as the diffraction limit, with high-throughput
and high-resolution. I apply these techniques towards the study of the follow-
ing complex materials via imaging: (1) single molecules rotating in a supercooled
liquid (2) conjugated polymers containing multiple emitters within the diffrac-
tion limit (3) solvent vapor annealing mediated conjugated polymer aggregation
and (4) collagen gels during their formation and perturbation.
The first chapter describes how the local dynamics in a supercooled liquid
may be assessed by the rotations of single-molecule probes. To resolve rota-
tions however, requires splitting the fluorescence signal from single-molecules
into orthogonal polarizations thereby reducing the already low signal-to-background
ratio (SBR) expected from single-molecule experiments. The data is further
complicated by instances of photoblinking and out-of-plane rotation, when only
background signal is present. A convenient method for excluding background
signal was developed via a Monte Carlo simulation for discriminating points in
the trajectory composed only of background signal that is robust to SBR. These
simulations also showed an SBR dependance for the accuracy of the values ex-
tracted from rotational autocorrelation functions. This method was used exper-
imentally to directly demonstratw ergodicity in supercooled liquids.
The next chapter focuses on conjugated polymers, which display a complex
relationship between chain conformation and photophysics. This conforma-
tional complexity exists even at the single-chain level, obscuring the under-
standing of how excitons behave in the bulk, such as in a device. Understand-
ing this relationship however, is difficult as conformation and photophysics
are hard to access in operando not only because a single conjugated polymer
chain is smaller than the diffraction limit, but also because a fluorescing conju-
gated polymer emits light from many locations. The overall conformation is typ-
ically assessed using polarization modulation measurements, which only pro-
vide mesoscale information about a chain’s conformation. A super-resolution
method was developed to map the distribution of emitters and trace out single-
chain conformation. The extracted radii of gyration for these single-chains matched
well with polymer theory.
Chapter three describes the development of experimental and image ana-
lytical tools to bridge single-chain studies of photophysics in conjugated poly-
mer, to the photophysics that might be observed in a conjugated polymer device
where chain-chain contacts and high levels of local ordering may be present. It
has been shown previously that solvent vapor annealing can be used to prepare
conjugated polymer aggregates of various levels of internal ordering. However,
solvent vapor annealing is a process that is difficult to control and difficult to
evaluate. Therefore, a first-of-its-kind apparatus was constructed that can gen-
erate and deliver solvent vapor in a controlled fashion to swell polymer films
while monitoring both film dynamics by fluorescence imaging as well as swelling
extent via a quartz crystal microbalance. Fluorescent images acquired during
aggregation showed heterogeneous diffusion among aggregates, possibly indi-
cating heterogeneous sizing. Fluorescent characterization of presumably differ-
ently sized aggregates indicates a possible emergent quenching phenomenon in
a bulk conjugated polymer material.
The final chapter of this dissertation describes an effort to characterize dy-
namics in collagen gels. Collagen gels form through a complex sol-gel process
precipitated by nucleation and growth fibrillogenesis. To probe the long length
scales of interest here, single-molecule methods were not practical. Instead, an
optical flow algorithm was explored to detect key physical events in the evolv-
ing system. One effort aims to characterize the dynamics of the early gelation
process. In particular, the optical flow measurements provide a high-resolution
measure for the moment at which the sol-gel transition occurs. Another appli-
cation involves the use of optical flow to observe distortions in the collagen net-
work while it is undergoing strain stiffening. Preliminary studies show that at
critical strain, local breaks in the gel propagate throughout the gel until the gel
completely loses its ability to sustain stress.
In general, the ability to quantify details about complex materials from imag-
ing data can be quite a complex endeavor itself, requiring awareness of the phys-
ical phenomena of interest, how said phenomena manifests optically, and the
use and development of appropriate algorithms. As described in this disserta-
tion, the proper use and/or development of the proper image analysis methods
allow for extraction of key information from dense data.
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Introduction
Microscopic imaging has been a powerful tool for scientific discovery in the past
centuries, ever since Antonie Van Leeuwenhoek and Robert Hooke built and
popularized light microscopes in the mid- to late-17th century allowing scien-
tists to observe small-scale structures and phenomena. Light-based methods,
including phase-contrast imaging, dark-field imaging, raman imaging, and flu-
orescence imaging, have been shown to be highly adaptable for the study of a
diverse array of material properties. 108 172
Over time, length scales accessible have become smaller, enabling imaging
at even atomic resolutions. 107 While very high-resolution imaging has become
possible due to advances in non-light microscopy, challenges remain. For ex-
ample, transmission and scanning electron microscopy techniques require fix-
ation with chemicals or cryotechniques and/or dehydration of the sample. 163
It is difficult to probe many soft and biological samples using these techniques,
in part because sample preparation can cause sample damage. Another set of
techniques, including near-field approaches such as atomic force microscopy
and scanning tunneling microscopy, are best-suited to the study of surfaces and
interfaces. These techniques typically have very high resolution but slow im-
age acquisiton, relying on raster scanning of a probe head across a sample. All
of these aforementioned techniques are poorly suited to assess samples that
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may evolve in time, which can be especially important in the study of complex
materials and biology. preparation
Optical microscopies, by comparison, are much less perturbative and re-
quire simpler sample preparation. Typically, this allows the sample to remain
in or close to its natural state while under observation. While optical imaging
techniques have remained the same in principle from the time of Van Leewen-
hoek and Hooke, advances in imaging quality have been made over time, closely
following technological advances. For example, sensitive detectors have al-
lowed increases of sensitivity and signal-to-background ratios. The use of laser-
based light sources has also allowed for selective excitation. Advances in chem-
istry and biology have enabled selective labeling techniques. Taken in combina-
tion, these advances—employed most widely in fluorescence measurements—
have allowed scientists to introduce and image single-molecule probes in sam-
ples. 162 156 88
The accurate localization of single molecule fluorophores can provide ex-
tremely valuable information at relevant time and length scales. Single-molecule
techniques have been shown to be versatile. 88,162 They have been used to not
only attain high-resolution images, but are frequently used to quantify local dy-
namics of a host through observation of their rotations or translations and as
molecular rulers (such as by Forster Resonance Energy Transfer, FRET). 131
While single-molecule approaches benefit from the molecular scale size of
the probe, in single molecule images there is an unavoidable resolution limit im-
posed by the wave nature of light. 16 A light emitted from a point-source diffracts,
2
Figure 1: A point-spread function (PSF) is shown for a single emitter in an ideal scenario (above).
The diffraction limit naturally imposes a limit on the spatial resolution attainable, described by
Rayleigh’s criterion, which is related to the characteristic size of the PSF. 16
3
resulting in an image with a finite radius in the x,y image plane (δx,y) as described





where λ is the emitted wavelength and NA is the numerical aperture used to
collect the image, defined as NA = n sin θ (n the refractive index of the imaging
medium and θ the aperture angle). The intensity profile of this image is referred
to as a point-spread function (PSF) and describes the probability distribution
of its location. Lord Rayleigh established the criterion for regarding two point
sources as resolved as when the principle diffraction maximum overlaps with





Difficulties encountered due to the diffraction limit are exacerbated by the
fact that the generated image of a single-molecule may not mirror the PSF since
the emission and detection of photons from a single molecule are stochastic
processes. Since there is no perfect detector, the image is likely to have detector-
related noise, such as shot noise and readout noise. 129 There are also effects
from pixelatio as well as background signal. 129 Finally, signal intensities are typi-
cally low at the single-molecule level.
From a qualitative standpoint, the diffraction limit, and the aforementioned
complications when collecting diffraction limited information, prohibits obser-
vations of molecular length scale structural details directly from fluorescence
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images. The difficulties presented by the diffraction limit can be circumvented
by the use of computational techniques that are heavily reliant on the under-
standing of the physical models that underlie how the images are generated and
collected. 146,170,1,107
Some major research efforts focus on overcoming these aforementioned
obstacles to generate higher-resolution images. There are a two sets of ap-
proaches for attaining such resolution from optical imaging of single molecules.
One set of approaches strives to develop new optical imaging techniques to
circumvent the diffraction limit. For example, stimulated emission depletion
microscopy (STED) engulfs the excitation source with a doughnut-shaped de-
pletion layer to limit the excitation volume. 70 A second set of approaches uses
novel analytical techniques that circumvent the diffraction limit, sometimes in
conjunction with changes to the experimental protocol. 103,110,146 For example,
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) uses low-intensity exci-
tation to excite a subensemble of fluorophores and computationally reconstruct
the true image iteratively. 132 This second type of approach—namely computa-
tional approaches to attain high resolution information—is the central focus of
this dissertation work.
The aforementioned problems in localizing single molecules become even
more acute when the positional information is required for further analyses.
Many potential artifacts associated with the extraction of single-particle tra-
jectories from raw data can be reduced experimentally, by the use of bright
and stable probes, relatively low particle densities, sensitive low-noise detec-
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tors, and high collection efficiency. However, dedicated analytical approaches
are required for obtaining unbiased detection while at the same time allowing
fast and automated data processing. For example, in theory, one can determine
whether a single molecule is undergoing anomalous diffusion by computing its
mean squared displacement (MSD). It has been shown previously however, that
imperfect localization accuracy of an immobilized particle yields an MSD that
is not only non-zero, but also non-linear. 90 The removal of the so-called noise-
based sub-diffusion is non-trivial. 90,120 Single-molecule data is also typically
limited in trajectory length due to photobleaching, which can affect quantities
that rely heavily on sufficient statistical sampling, such as MSDs and autocorre-
lation functions (ACFs). 84,85,82,160,14,40,120 Sample heterogeneities may add to the
complexities of analyzing such data. 85,161,136,102 The relationship between local-
ization accuracy and the use of single-molecule data to fit physico-mathematical
models is an ongoing field of research. When single-molecules are mobile dur-
ing image acquisition, a change in the PSF is produced, which introduces a ad-
ditional decrease in localization accuracy. Because of this, it is insifficient for
tracking algorithms to link particles in time and space, but also account for how
observed positions may have resulted from a distorted PSF. The ability to char-
acterize the dynamic localization accuracy from experimental data is an ongoing
endeavor. 97? ,23,102
Even with a plethora of available algorithms developed for analyzing single-
molecule data, observing accurate and precise information from the data re-
mains challenging. 23 It is generally agreed upon that when signal-to-noise ratios
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are low (SNR ≤ 5), as is typically case with single molecule data, the results are
highly dependant on the details of the analysis. 110 For example, the first com-
munity experiment testing the performance of a range of particle tracking algo-
rithms was performed on a unified set of simulated particle trajectories contain-
ing non-idealities, such as noise, interfering trajectories, and random variation
in the amount of time points per trajectory. The results declared no algorithm
supreme, and instead indicated that the algorithm of choice was related to the
details of a given scenario. 22,137,20
The work described in this dissertation focuses on the development of method-
ologies for analyzing single-molecule and single-particle data to understand var-
ious complex materials. Though there are many different kinds of materials that
can be considered complex, they are unified by having interesting structure-
property relations at various length scales. Some commonly recurring motifs in
these materials include hierarchical structure and heterogeneity in both struc-
ture and dynamics. This dissertation focuses on enabling the accurate charac-
terization of several materials of this class: supercooled liquids, conjugated
polymers, and gels. By overcoming analytical obstacles particular to each ma-
terial and experimental condition, imaging data can reveal various intricacies of
these complex materials.
In chapter one, we discuss the development of an optical method for ex-
tracting the rotational diffusion of single molecules in a supercooled liquid host.
A supercooled liquid is a metastable physical state of matter attained by fast
cooling to bypass freezing. Supercooled liquids can be used as a model for un-
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derstanding the glass transition not only because they are the intermediary
state between the liquids and glasses, but also because their dynamics are on
an observable timescale, as opposed to glasses where most dynamics are too
slow to observe. The dynamics in supercooled liquids and glasses are slow and
heterogeneous, though the causal relationship between these characteristics is
unclear. The slow dynamics in a region of a supercooled liquid can be assessed
by introducing single-molecule probes and autocorrelating their rotations. This
can be complicated experimentally since the signal must be split, into two (gen-
erally anti-correlated) components. The key to analyzing such data is the exclu-
sion of background fluorescence signal, which may obfuscate the autocorrela-
tion of the probe rotation. A unique threshold using a smoothed trajectory as
reference was developed to achieve backgroun exclusion. This method yielded
accurate measures of rotational correlation times as verified by a Monte Carlo
simulation and was robust even in instances of low SBR.
Chapter two discusses the analysis of conjugated polymers, organic macro-
molecules composed of a π-conjugated backbone that allows for electron delo-
calization. This endows these materials with interesting optoelectronic prop-
erties. It has been shown that these photophysical properties are highly depen-
dant upon their molecular conformation, though this could not be straightfor-
wardly assessed all-optically due to the small size of the molecule of interest rel-
ative to the diffraction limit. In order to simultaneously probe structural details
obscured by the diffraction-limit as well as fluorescence intensity transients
describing the chain’s photophysics, a super-resolution imaging method, single-
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molecule high-resolution imaging with photobleach (SHRImP), was used. Two
archetypal photobleaching behaviors are typically observed: stepwise and con-
tinuous photobleaching. These photobleaching behaviors are believed to stem
from ordered-collapsed conformations perferred in bad solvents and random
coil conformations preferred in good solvents, respectively. SHRImP results
on 168 kDa MEH-PPV showed the chains in these respective conformations to
have radii of gyration of 12.6 and 25.3 nm for ordered-collapsed and random
coil conformations respectively, matching well with polymer theory. This was
the first direct demonstration linking an individual chain’s conformation (via its
size) and its resultant photophysics.
Chapter three focuses on developing the capability to control a solvent
vapor swollen film to mediate the aggregation of single conjugated polymer
chains. The solvent vapor swollen state of a polymer is often used to facilitate
processes such as annealing, block co-polymer lithography, and size-controlled
aggregate formation. Despite its widespread use, the physics underlying the
solvent swollen phase remain poorly elaborated, which is an obstacle for de-
veloping non-empirical processes. A portion of this dissertation work involved
the design and construction of an apparatus that can control, in a reproducible
fashion, the generation of solvent vapor, and its delivery to a polymer thin-film,
and is also compatible with an epi-fluorescence microscope. This solvent va-
por annealing chamber is the first report of an appartus capable of all these
functionalities. The versatility of this apparatus was demonstrated by using
particle-tracking methods to examine probe mobility in a solvent-swollen poly-
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mer film, as well as intensity tracking of conjugated polymer aggregates during
their growth. In particular, systematic preparation and characterization of these
aggregates will bridge single-molecule behaviors with those observed in bulk at
the device scale.
Chapter four discusses efforts to study collagen gels using images that do
not consist primarily of diffraction limited size objects, unlike those in previous
chapters that. Despite the challenged discussed earlier in the introduction, pat-
tern recognition of diffraction limited features is straightforward since the PSF
is easily modeled by a 2-dimensional Gaussian function. This is not the case with
fibrillar collagen gels. Indeed, the analysis of non-diffraction limited data poses a
unique set of challenges. Here, an optical flow algorithm was used to bypass the
need for pattern recognition while providing the capability to assess dynamical
properties of a collagen gel. Optical flow refers to a class of techniques used to
detect motion in images, returning a vector field describing the detected mo-
tion. Two phenomena of interest—gelation and strain-stiffening—were charac-
terized using optical flow. Previously, an “arrest time” was observed, describing
the time during gelation when a network spanning structure was first present.
The assessment of this key event was previously performed qualitatively. Opti-
cal flow was shown to provide a quantitative and higher-resolution designation
of arrest time by following decrease in vector magnitudes. Optical flow was also
used to assess the gel during strain-stiffening and yield. Deviations in optical
flow angle from the direction of applied strain showed that local breaking of the
gel propagates through the network until the gel completely loses its ability to
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store energy upon mechanical perturbation.
The ability to quantify various properties and phenomena in complex ma-
terials through imaging relies upon the proper development of analytical tech-
niques. This dissertation demonstrates, across a variety of properties in a sub-
set of complex materials, that awareness of how the image is formed and col-
lected, along with how the data might reflect the physical phenomena of in-
terest, can enable the attainment of physical and chemical information. The in-
terplay between these aforementioned factors typically have unique effects in
each scenario. For example, background signal greatly affected the extraction of
rotational correlation times. However, the background signal was not an impor-
tant consideration when imaging conjugated polymers with super-resolution. In
another example, optical flow was useful for circumventing the need for a pat-
tern recognition, but only certain classes of optical flow algorithms would be
suitable for analyzing fibrillar images. As acquiring quantitative information on




Assessing the Rotational Diffusion of
Single-Molecules with High Precision
1.1 Introduction: Rotational Diffusion
Systems in which contiguous nanoscale regions display heterogeneity in struc-
ture and/or dynamics are common in biology and in materials science. Single
molecule approaches have proven powerful in directly investigating and detail-
ing the distribution of structure and/or dynamics in such environments. 96,168,72,59,165,151
The most commonly employed single molecule techniques rely on fluorescence
from high quantum yield endogenous or exogenous probes. Despite significant
advances in available fluorophores and detector sensitivity, single molecule
fluorescence measurements typically display low signal intensities relative to
noise and background. This problem is particularly acute in frontier areas for
single molecule measurements, such as in live cells and in systems in which total
internal reflection approaches cannot be implemented. Poor signal to noise may
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affect the ability to localize a single molecule’s fluorescence as is required in lo-
calization and super-resolution microscopy and may also complicate analysis of
time-dependent data, including in determining evolving position and orientation
of mobile molecules.
Single molecule fluorescence microscopy has previously been implemented
to image probe molecules in molecular supercooled liquids. 65 Supercooled liq-
uids are thought to be dynamically heterogeneous, with molecules just nanome-
ters apart displaying dynamics that differ substantially despite the absence of
overt structural heterogeneity. 34,121,126,157,128 To detail the degree to which
supercooled liquids are dynamically heterogeneous and the length and time-
scales over which these heterogeneities exist and persist, techniques that probe
molecular length scales are critical. As such, single molecule studies hold promise
for elucidating key questions about supercooled liquids.
Most small molecule supercooled liquids have refractive indices and exist in
temperature ranges such that implementing total internal reflection microscopy
(TIRF) is impractical. As such, standard epi-fluorescence microscopy has typi-
cally been employed. For investigated systems thicker than ≈100 nm, experi-
mental signals collected via epi-fluorescence will display poorer signal to back-
ground relative to those collected via TIRF. Additionally, in such experiments, a
wide-field rather than a confocal approach may be employed to allow simulta-
neous data collection from many single molecules. Although this allows for good
statistics and access to rare events, it may further degrade signal to background
in thick samples through loss of confocality.
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In molecular and polymeric supercooled liquids as well as in other complex
materials such as mesoporous silica materials, single molecule experiments to
explore host dynamics and/or structure have primarily monitored probe ro-
tation. 59,11,123,38,37,84,76,86 . 175,54,4,93,119 138,61,69,60,78,31,100,26 Such measurements
record probe fluorescence in two orthogonal polarizations that fluctuate in an
anticorrelated manner in time as the probe rotates in the sample plane. Au-
tocorrelation analysis of those varying intensities is typically used to assess
whether individual probe molecules experience multiple dynamic environments,
as well as to extract individual probe molecule’s average rotational correlation
times that reflect the local dynamics of the surrounding host. 113
Previously, simulations have been employed to assess how various experi-
mental parameters, such as frame rate and trajectory length, affect the accuracy
of rotational correlation time determination. 84,85,82,160 Such studies revealed
that for typical experimental parameters, length of the recorded trajectory was
the dominant factor in the precision and accuracy of rotational correlation time
determination. Indeed, for typical experimental trajectories, it was found that
individual molecules experiencing homogeneous rotational diffusion could be
mistaken for molecules experiencing heterogeneous dynamics, and an ensemble
of molecules experiencing identical homogeneous rotational dynamics could be
mistaken for a heterogeneous population. 85,82,160
In some previous studies of the effect of experimental parameters on ex-
tracted correlation times, noise-free trajectories were employed whereas in
others, experimentally reasonable noise was added to the simulated trajecto-
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ries. However, no study to date has considered how particular types and de-
gree of noise may affect extracted information. Here, we explicitly considered
a number of sources of noise and data processing effects on the extraction of
dynamics through autocorrelation function analysis. The optimal manner to
treat experimentally realistic single molecule fluorescence data is presented.
In particular, we find that for short trajectories with low signal to background,
applying a specific thresholding technique yields optimal results. Moreover, this
approach does not have deleterious effects on any trajectories explored. These
techniques are relevant for any SM measurement in which signal to noise is low
and autocorrelation analysis is employed.
1.2 Experimental Details
Although this work largely explored simulated data, to validate the simulated
data, comparisons with experiment were made. The experiment was performed
on N,N’-bis(2,5-tert-butylphenyl)-3,4,9,10-perylene dicarboximide (tbPDI, MW
= 799.96 g/mol) in an ortho-terphenyl (OTP) host as previously described. (18)
In brief, the sample was spin-coated onto a native oxide covered silicon wafer
from a solution of 5.0 mg/mL OTP in toluene impregnated with tbPDI such that
the resultant concentration of tbPDI in OTP was ≈ 10-10 M. The sample was
then placed into a cryostat and cooled to 254.5 K, 11.5 K above the glass tran-
sition temperature of OTP. The optical setup is described in Appendix C.
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1.3 Simulation Details
An ensemble of 500 molecules displaying homogeneous rotational dynamics
was the subject of these simulations. Figure 1-1 displays the way in which simu-
lated data was constructed to best match experimental data and then analyzed
as if it were experimental data.
Rotational diffusion for each molecule was modeled as a random walk of a
vector on a sphere whose direction of rotation was chosen arbitrarily and mag-
nitude of rotation was chosen from a Rayleigh distribution (Figure 1-1a). The
vector represents a fluorescent probe molecule’s transition dipole. The charac-
teristics of this random walk were given by a diffusion coefficient related to the
rotational correlation time, τ set, set equal to 100 steps. Trajectories of 10 000
time steps (or 100 τ set) at either 100 points and 20 points per τ set were simu-
lated, with the latter more similar to most reported experimental conditions.
The vector orientation was then used to calculate the expected fluores-
cence intensity in two orthogonal polarizations as collected by an objective lens
and measured by separate detectors following relations proposed by Fourkas. 44
For simulations shown here, the numerical aperture was set to 0.75 to reflect
experimental conditions. The two generated trajectories were then scaled by
dividing each by its mean value, giving ILbare(t) and IRbare(t) , as shown in Figure
1-1b.
To investigate the importance of trajectory length in these simulations, as
well as to test methods to identify photobleaching in experimental data, an ex-
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Figure 1.1: Approach to simulation, data construction, and data analysis. Molecules demon-
strating homogeneous rotational diffusion were simulated as an ensemble of vectors, repre-
senting molecular transition dipole moments, performing random walks on a sphere. (1) From
a vector’s orientation, relative fluorescence intensity in two orthogonal polarizations was cal-
culated. (2) A simulated bleach was added at 25 or 75 τ set to the simulated trajectory by setting
intensities in both channels to zero after this point. (3) A background signal B was added by ver-
tically shifting the trajectories in the y-direction. (4) Camera noise was added to the signal and
background. At this point, as represented by the trajectory in the dashed rectangle, data con-
struction was complete and steps forward represent choices in data processing depicted by red
numbers and discussed in this chapter. These steps include (5) background subtraction and (6)
setting a threshold before calculating the linear dichroism and (7) its autocorrelation.
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plicit bleach was added to the simulations (Figure 1-1c). Fluorescence intensi-
ties of these simulated molecules were left as nonzero until they had progressed
to either 25% or 75% from the beginning of the 100 τ set length trajectories. Af-
ter this time, the fluorescence intensity was set to zero. This results in trajec-
tory lengths of 25 τ set or 75 τ set, respectively, which are consistent with previ-
ously reported experimental results. 113
1.3.1 Setting Signal to Background and Adding Noise
In ideal conditions, when a probe rotates perpendicular to the sample plane,
blinks, or bleaches, a signal of zero is expected; however, this is not seen exper-
imentally. Instead it is nonzero, due to photons from sources other than the
probes of interest, camera readout noise, and dark current. We define this in-
tensity as background (B). Because intensity of fluorescence of a particular po-
larization for a molecule with a 1-dimensional transition dipole undergoing ro-
tation will vary between the background level for a molecule fully out-of-plane
and a maximal value associated with an in-plane molecule of particular orien-
tation, we defined signal to background (SBR) as the average intensities before





To generate a simulated signal with similar noise and background charac-
teristics to the experimental signal, several steps were taken. First, the bare in-
tensity trace was divided into two orthogonal components IL,Rbare(t) for left and
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right channels via the Fourkas calculation 44 (Figure 1-1b), and then both inten-
sity trajectories were scaled point-by-point by a constant A (Figure 1-1c). The
background constant B was then added to the entirety of the trajectory (Figure
1-1d).
ISBRL,R (t) = AI
bare
L,R +B (1.2)
The scaling constant A is determined by Equation 1.1 to be A = B(SBR − 1).
Therefore, the noise-free intensity trajectories, IL,RSBR(t), were expressed as
ISBRL,R (t) = B(SBR− 1)IbareL,R +B (1.3)
At this point, the proper signal to background ratio was in place but no noise
had been added. As an approximation, the camera noise (encompassing uncer-
tainty due to photon counting, EM gain and readout noise) was generated by
adding to each point in the trajectory a value picked from a Gaussian distribu-
tion, P(ρ) with a mean of 0 and standard deviation (σ) of the square-root of twice
that point’s intensity, as shown in Equation 1.4 129
IL,R(t) = I
SBR
L,R (t) + P (σ) (1.4)
where σ =
√
2ISBRL,R (t). The generated intensity trajectories were then scaled
to be in units of electrons, as typically used in data acquisition programs for EM-
CCD cameras.
To achieve intensity trajectories that were similar to those obtained exper-
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imentally, initial guess B and SBR values were chosen based on examination of
experimental trajectories, and B and SBR values were iterated until the distribu-





the observable typically analyzed in measurements of this type, from simulation
matched those from experiment. A B value of 180 and SBR values of 1.2-1.3
matched experiment very well in intensity and linear dichroism trajectories as
well as in linear dichroism distribution (Figure 1-2). We note that although SBR
is a measure sometimes used to quantify the quality of single molecule data, 100
the values of B and SBR used here can also be translated to the more traditional






For the values of B of 180 and SBR of 1.2, SNR of 11.
As can be seen in Figure 1-2a, decreasing SBR values at fixed B led to a clear
decrease in LD distribution width. Conversely, for a fixed SBR, changes in B did
not strongly affect the LD distribution. This occurs because the SBR value plays
the dominant role in setting the signal relative to the background that constricts
the LD compared to its full theoretical range spanning -1 to +1.
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Figure 1.2: (a) Linear dichroism distributions for nonbackground subtracted trajectories as a
function of SBR for B = 180. The distribution becomes narrower as SBR is decreased. The solid
blue line corresponds to an experimental linear dichroism distribution. (b) Intensity trajectories
in L and R polarizations and (c) linear dichroism trajectory for a representative tbPDI molecule
in OTP at 254.5 K. (d,e) Analogous data generated by simulation with B = 180 and SBR = 1.3.
1.4 Results and Discussion
1.4.1 Data Treatment: Background Subtraction
Following the addition of camera noise, the simulated trajectories bore strik-
ing resemblance to measured trajectories, as can be seen in Figure 1-2. Steps
forward from this point (as shown in Figure 1-1f–h and Figure 1-3) represent
possible approaches to data treatment and analysis to maximize accuracy and
precision of extracted rotational dynamics.
In treating wide-field epi-fluorescence data in the past, background subtrac-
tion has been employed. 113 Specifically, average intensity in a circle surrounding
the imaged feature to be analyzed was used to approximate the background.
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Figure 1.3: Data treatment approaches. (a) Some generated simulated intensity trajectories
were subjected to background subtraction, as also depicted in Figure 1-1f. Background sig-
nal was separately generated and then subtracted from signal or smoothed and subtracted
from signal. (b) After possible background subtraction, some trajectories had a horizontal or
smoothed thresholding approach applied, as described in the text.
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Removing this background allowed for the calculated linear dichroism to span
the range of -1 to +1 expected and removed possible effects due to slowly fluc-
tuating background over time and/or inhomogeneous illumination of the sam-
ple. However, background subtraction following this scheme was imperfect, as
was evidenced by the presence of background-subtracted intensities that were
negative and LD values outside the range of −1 ≤ LD ≤ 1. To approximate the
inaccuracies inherent in background subtraction as performed on experimental
data, in previous simulations noise including that “due to background subtrac-
tion” was added to simulated trajectories, with 30% noise on the mean intensity
considered appropriate. 84
To explicitly reflect the experimental procedure for background subtrac-
tion, in this work, background signal was simulated separately, having the same
camera noise and EM gain as the signal. This background trajectory was then
subtracted from the signal, which includes its own background (Figures 1-1f and
1-3a). The added and subtracted background trajectories differed because cam-
era noise was chosen from a Gaussian distribution at each point in both the sig-
nal and background trajectories. In this chapter, data was processed either with
no background subtraction, standard background subtraction, or smoothed
background subtraction, in which a running average of 50 frames was generated
before subtracting the background signal.
Figure 1-4 shows standard background subtracted LD distributions for the
same trajectories presented without background subtraction in Figure 1-2. As
with the nonbackground subtracted versions in Figure 1-2a, simulations with
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B = 180 and SBR = 1.2 reproduced the LD distribution seen in a typical experi-
ment as shown in Figure 1-4a. As expected, imperfect background subtraction
led to LD values outside the expected range of -1 ≤ LD ≤ 1. For B = 180 and SBR
varied as in Figure 1-2, the general trend was opposite that seen in the absence
of background subtraction: here the smaller SBR signals at fixed B gave rise to
the broader distributions with an increased number of unphysical LD values.
This occurred because when a small signal sits on a large noise floor, errors in
removing that floor, which can only be approximated, are more likely. At the B
and SBR values that most closely resembled our experimental data (blue his-
togram in Figure 1-4a), we note that in addition to a broad distribution of LD
values, there was also an accentuation of the peak where LD is zero, relative to
that of the noise-free analytical signal (black line in Figure 1-4a). This is reflec-
tive of the intensities being distributed over a more confined range when SBR is
small.
The noise-free analytical result in Figure 1-4a (as was also shown in 84) looks
similar to the highest SBR situation shown (SBR = 2.0, red histogram), but does
not closely resemble either background subtracted (blue line in Figure 1-4a)
or nonbackground subtracted (blue line in Figure 1-2a) experimental signal.
The LD distribution for a set of simulations previously explored, in which back-
ground noise was not considered explicitly but was instead approximated, is
also shown in Figure 1-4a (green line). 84 This LD distribution looks similar to the
B = 180 and SBR = 1.5 situation (green histogram in Figure 1-4a) but distinct
from the lower SBR situation that closely resembles data presented here.
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Figure 1.4: (a) Linear dichroism distributions for background subtracted trajectories as a func-
tion of SBR and B. Colors of histograms correspond to those in the main panel of Figure 1-2a.
The blue line is the background subtracted LD distribution of experimental data and, as in Fig-
ure 1-2a, matches with the B = 180, SBR = 1.2 simulation very well. The black line is the ana-
lytical result for a noise-free simulation, and the solid green line corresponds to a situation
in which noise due to background subtraction was estimated as 30% of the mean intensity of
the signal. Results represented by black and green lines were also reported in reference 17. (b)
Background-subtracted intensity trajectories in L and R polarizations and (c) linear dichroism
trajectories for a representative tbPDI molecule in OTP at 254.5 K. (d,e) Analogous data gener-
ated by simulation with B = 180 and SBR = 1.3.
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1.4.2 Data Treatment: Thresholding
Following photobleaching, experimentally measured trajectories contain only
background signal and noise. Automated identification of the time of bleaching
is important because it allows facile calculation of the prebleaching trajectory
length, information that is important in the assessment of accuracy of extracted
dynamics from LD ACFs. 85,82,160 Identifying bleaching time also allows data
points after the bleach, composed only of background and noise that may de-
grade ACF quality, to be excluded from the ACF. To identify bleaching time in an
automated fashion, intensity thresholding, which eliminates points from trajec-
tories below a certain intensity level, has been performed. While this is meant
to exclude points after bleaching, it may exclude other points in the trajectory
as well. In this work, we investigated the effects of thresholding as depicted in
Figures 1-1g and 1-3b.
When no thresholding was employed, the entire intensity trajectories were
used to form the linear dichroism trajectory. In horizontal thresholding (upper
panels in Figure 1-3b), the total intensity from both fluorescence polarizations
acted as the reference trajectory. A horizontal value greater than the highest
value of this reference trajectory after photobleaching as determined by visual
inspection was chosen as the threshold. The end of the trajectory was judged
to occur at the last 10 continuous points of the reference trajectory above the
threshold, and all points thereafter were excluded. To attempt to remove points
associated with relatively long-lived low intensity events such as photoblinking
and persistent out-of-plane orientation, points in which less than a tenth of the
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reference trajectory’s points were above threshold over the next 250 frames
were also excluded. For smoothed intensity thresholding (lower panels in Fig-
ure 1-3b), the same procedure was followed, but a running average of the total
intensity served as the reference trajectory. This approach led to more points
before the photobleach being retained.
1.4.3 Data Treatment: Constructing and Fitting the Autocorrelation
In cases in which thresholding was performed, following this step, the intensity
trajectories were converted to LDs. For those trajectories in which background
was subtracted, LD values outside the expected range of -1 ≤ LD ≤ 1 may ap-
pear (Figure 1-4). In low signal to noise situations, as are commonly encoun-
tered in experiment, the proportion of LD values outside the expected range
may be substantial, affecting the quality of the constructed ACF, to the extent
that including all LD points may prevent construction of a fittable ACF. Thus,
these values were set to +1 or -1 in experimental data analysis and in simula-
tions. For experimental and simulated trajectories without explicit background
subtraction, no points outside the expected range were present and no constric-
tion of the LD trajectory was performed.
Following this, LD trajectories were autocorrelated via:







where a(t) = LD(t) − ⟨LD(t)⟩, and then fit to stretched exponential decays
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given by
C(t) = A exp(t/τfit) (1.8)
using a least-squares fitting routine with the constraints 0.3 ≤ β ≤ 2.0 and 0.3 ≤
A ≤ 1.2. The fit was performed on the portion of the ACF from t = 0 until C(t) de-
cayed to 0.1. If the ACF did not have at least five points in which it was greater
than its uncertainty (propagated from the standard deviation of LD values for
that time lag), the ACF was deemed unfittable. For all fit ACFs, the average rota-










Although it was shown previously that for very short trajectories linear fit-
ting of the ACFs returned more accurate τ c values, 14 for simplicity, all fitting
in this chapter was done to stretched or compressed exponential decays. Al-
though in these simulations all dynamics were homogeneous and thus would
be expected to be purely exponential, the systems in which these analyses have
been performed are suspected of dynamic heterogeneity, as can be captured
with stretched exponential decays (β < 1), with the deviation of β below one in-
dicating degree of heterogeneity. Short trajectories such as those analyzed here
and measured in experiments may be best fit by nonexponential decays even
when homogeneous dynamics are present for statistical reasons. 159
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1.4.4 Rotational Correlation Time and Stretching Exponent Accuracy and Preci-
sion
As mentioned above, short trajectories of molecules exhibiting homogeneous
rotational diffusion with a given rotational correlation time will not necessarily
return the known correlation time and a β value of 1. This is in accordance with
the expectation that the zero filling effect will dominate the estimate of the cor-
relation function for short trajectories. 82 Fluctuations in the correlation func-
tion that consequently arise at long lag times affect the stretched exponential
fitting, leading to deviation of τ c and β values obtained from the true values. 82
Distributions of obtained τ c and β values for simulations of noise- and background-
free trajectories are shown as gray histograms in Figures 1-5 and S2 (Supporting
Information). All results presented in this section are for simulations with 20
points/τ set , and all results discussed were also found to hold at 100 points/τ set.
Consistent with previous results, the distributions were quite broad, with a
standard deviation of 0.11 and 0.18 for log(τ c) and 0.29 and 0.38 for β for the 75
and 25 τ set trajectory lengths, respectively. The distributions for a 1000 τ set tra-
jectory, typically outside the range accessible by experimental measurements,
are also shown as black lines in Figure 1-5. These distributions are much nar-
rower than for the shorter trajectories but still show noticeable finite trajectory
length effects.
We next considered how log(τ c) and β distributions change for 75 and 25
τ set trajectories for systems with signal and background characteristics that
were similar to those exhibited by experimental data (B = 180, SBR = 1.5) as
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Figure 1.5: log(τ c) and β distributions of a simulated data set obtained with no thresholding.
Distributions for noise-free trajectories are shown in solid gray, with median values of those
distributions depicted by dashed lines. Histograms obtained from long trajectories (1000 τ set)
are shown in black. Red, green, and blue correspond to nonbackground subtracted, background
subtracted, and smoothed background subtracted trajectories, respectively. Upper (lower) pan-
els show the distributions for 75 τ set (25 τ set) trajectories. The same data is shown in separate
panels in Figures S2 and S3 (Supporting Information) for clarity.
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a function of data treatment approaches shown in Figure 1-3. The discussion
here particularly focuses on SBR = 1.5 because it was found that data process-
ing often profoundly affected extracted data for SBR ≤ 1.5. In addition to the
noise- and background-free results described above, Figure 1-5 also shows his-
tograms for the 75 and 25 τ set trajectories without thresholding and with either
no, regular, or smoothed background subtraction. For the 75 τ set trajectories,
the distributions of log(τ c) were all quite similar to each other, as well as to the
noise-free limit. The β distributions were also quite similar regardless of the
choice of background treatment; no background subtraction, standard back-
ground subtraction and smoothed background subtraction. For the 25 τ set tra-
jectories, only the case with no data treatment (no thresholding and no back-
ground subtraction) returns τ c and β distributions that approach those of the
noise- and background-free simulations. For both standard and smoothed back-
ground subtraction, the resulting ACFs appear very stretched. Examination of
individual ACFs reveals that due to inclusion of the photobleached portions of
the trajectory, the ACFs start at a very low value, limiting the decay range to be
fit. These slowly decaying ACFs were preferentially best fit with stretched ex-
ponentials with low β values that in turn returned anomalously high τ c values.
Although it is not obvious from the normalized plots shown in Figure 5, the total
number of LD ACFs that were fit also changed as a function of data treatment.
For the 25 τ set trajectories with no data treatment (no background subtraction
and no thresholding), all 500 ACFs were fit; however, only 233 of the possible
500 ACFs were fit when background subtraction was employed.
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Figure 1-6 shows the same set of background subtraction approaches for
data in which horizontal thresholding was applied. Relative to the no thresh-
olding approach results shown in Figure 1-5, the distribution of obtained log(τ c)
and β values deviated more relative to the noise- and background-free result,
with a long time tail in the log(τ c) distribution and a very wide range of β values,
with a particular abundance of ACFs best fit with β > 1.0. This effect is more ob-
vious in the 25 τ set trajectories, though here the distributions do not vary much
with particular background subtraction technique unlike in the no thresholding
cases shown in Figure 1-5. The increased width of the distributions and propen-
sity for high β values in the fits to ACFs of data with horizontal thresholding is
related to loss of points within the trajectory that occurs upon thresholding.
Although the threshold was put in place to remove points that were likely due
solely to noise, the fact that excluding these points affected the measured τ c
and β distributions in a manner that pushed them from the noise-free result
shows that all these points should not be excluded from the trajectories. The
thresholding that removed these points resulted in gaps in the resulting tra-
jectories, in turn yielding ACFs in which points at both early and long time lags
were less well sampled than expected for a trajectory of given length. This re-
sulted in an earlier onset of oscillations in the ACF and a tendency for the ACF
decays to yield compressed exponential fits. Data analysis employing smoothed
intensity thresholding did not suffer from the same problems as horizontal in-
tensity thresholding because it retained many more points before the photo-
bleach. As shown in Figure 1-7, smoothed intensity thresholding appeared ro-
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bust across the different background subtraction approaches, returning τ c and
β distributions that were similar to each other and relatively well matched to
the noise-free results for the 75 τ set trajectories. Unlike for the no threshold-
ing case, for the 25 τ set trajectories all background subtraction approaches also
yielded reasonable τ c and β distributions (Figure 1-7c,d).
Given that different SM experiments will have different signal to background
characteristics, in Figure 1-8, we compared a subset including the most success-
ful combinations of thresholding and background subtraction approaches for
trajectories with a fixed B value and varying SBR from 1.0 to 3.0. In the absence
of any treatment of the data (no background subtraction, no thresholding), for
75 τ set trajectories, the obtained median and standard deviation of distribu-
tions of both log(τ c) and β were quite similar to those expected in the absence
of noise at all values of SB. This was true of the other approaches shown as well
until the lowest SBR probed (SBR = 1.1), where there was an increase in stan-
dard deviation for all approaches and a clear failure of the approach in which
neither background subtraction nor thresholding was performed. For 25 τ set
trajectories, greater deviations from the noise-free limits were evident in all ap-
proaches, particularly at low SBR, though the background subtraction approach
without thresholding failed at all signal to noise levels, presumably because for
these short trajectories the long noise tail following the photobleach coupled
with the background subtraction that introduces additional noise to the early
portion of the trajectory resulted in ACFs that were dominated by noise rather
than the rotational dynamics of the probe. Additionally, unlike for the longer
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Figure 1.6: log(τ c) and β distributions of the same simulated data set in Figure 5 obtained with
horizontal thresholding. Distributions for noise-free trajectories are shown in solid gray, with
median values of these distributions depicted by dashed lines. Histograms obtained from long
trajectories (1000 τ set) are shown in black. Red, green, and blue correspond to nonbackground
subtracted, background subtracted, and smoothed background subtracted trajectories, respec-
tively. Upper (lower) panels show the distributions for 75 τ set (25 τ set) trajectories.
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Figure 1.7: log(τ c) and β distributions of the same simulated data set in Figure 5 obtained with
smoothed thresholding. Distributions for noise-free trajectories are shown in solid gray, with
median values of these distributions depicted by dashed lines. Histograms obtained from long
trajectories (1000 τ set) are shown in black. Red, green, and blue correspond to nonbackground
subtracted, background subtracted, and smoothed background subtracted trajectories, respec-
tively. Upper (lower) panels show the distributions for 75 τ set (25 τ set) trajectories.
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trajectories, performing ACF analysis with neither background subtraction nor
thresholding yielded poor results, both limiting the number of ACFs that were
fit (inset in Figure 1-8c) and decreasing accuracy and precision of extracted τ c
and β values. Approaches employing smoothed thresholding did not suffer as
acutely even at the lowest SBR values explored.
1.5 Conclusions
Previously, it was shown that experimentally realistic trajectory length affects
the ability to accurately and precisely obtain time constants and stretching ex-
ponents from autocorrelations of single molecule linear dichroism trajectories.
In part because autocorrelation analysis ameliorates effects of noise, whether
explicit noise and background further degrade ability to obtain τ c and β val-
ues and judge the homogeneity of single molecule dynamics had not previously
been investigated. Here, we showed through simulations that data processing
methods meant to exclude noise from trajectories may have deleterious ef-
fects. In particular, we demonstrated that for trajectories of sufficient length
and above a critical signal to background level, data processing in the form of
background subtraction and/or thresholding does not improve the accuracy and
precision of extracted τ c and β values relative to unprocessed data. In shorter
trajectories and at low SBR values, where signal and noise cannot be easily dis-
tinguished, background subtraction followed by smoothed thresholding pro-
vided the optimal results. Although initial assessment of each trajectory can be
used to direct data treatment choices on a trajectory to trajectory basis, using
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Figure 1.8: Median (filled squares, left axis) and standard deviations (open triangles, right axis)
of (a,b) log(τ set) and (c,d) β distributions as a function of SBR at B = 180 for several data treat-
ment approaches. Panels a and c are for trajectories that are photobleached at 75 τ set and pan-
els b and d for those photobleached at 25 τ set. In all panels, data treatment techniques are (red)
no thresholding nor background subtraction, (green) smooth thresholding and no background
subtraction, (blue) smoothed thresholding and background subtraction, and (cyan) no thresh-
olding and background subtraction. In all cases, the black dashed (dotted) line represents me-
dian (standard deviation) for noise-free trajectories of that length. Inset shows the percentage
of ACFs fit for all data processing techniques for both the 75 τ set (solid) and 25 τ set (mesh) tra-
jectories at SBR = 1.1. No ACFs were fit for the 25 τ set trajectories with no thresholding but
background subtraction.
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smoothed thresholding for all trajectories may be preferable to analyzing un-
processed data even for longer trajectories with higher signal to background.
This approach does not show deleterious effects for any trajectories explored
here and allows for automated identification of bleaching time, which, in turn,
allows for facile exclusion of points after the bleach as well as identification of
relevant trajectory length.
1.6 Outlook and Future Directions
The method for analyzing single molecule rotations was immediately useful
for advancing the understanding of supercooled liquids. The ability to extract
highly accurate rotational correlation times, along with the development of a
new probe, allowed the Kaufman Group to directly visualize ergodicity in a su-
percooled liquid—a feat considering that ergodicity is typically presumed theo-
retically in supercooled liquids, but never experimentally demonstrated. 115 The
analytical method described in this chapter was also important later, where ac-
curate extraction of τ c’s for molecules in a polystyrene film near the glass transi-
tion allowed for the description of exchange time (how quickly the environment
changes) for the host. A significant finding was that the exchange time in poly-
mer films is much faster than the segmental dynamics of a chain. 114
One future direction entails developing the ability to analyze rotations of
the probe molecule away from the sample plane (out-of-plane rotations) to yield
complementary information to the in-plane rotations described here. The infor-
mation about these out-of-plane rotations is encoded in the intensity trajectory
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that is the sum of the intensities of the two channels. However, performing an
autocorrelation analysis on the summed intensity from simulated data resulted
in the extraction of rotational correlation times that differed significantly from
theoretical values (predicted from effects of trajectory length and SBR). This
was the case even when the data was thresholded as described in this chapter.
The extracted rotational correlation times were noted as varying with back-
ground levels (B), even in simulation. While useful and complementary, the ex-
traction of out-of-plane rotations continue to remain elusive.
Supercooled liquids also exhibit a decoupling of rotational and translational
dynamics. 35,43 There is currently been no method to simultaneously measure
both the translations as well as the rotations of a single molecule. Several chal-
lenges must be overcome in order to realize this possibility. SBR in these ex-
periments are extremely low, even by single-molecule standards, for several
reasons (the necessitated use of an air objective in most experiments, as well as
the signal decomposition through the Wollaston prism). The simplest method to
simultaneously extract this information would be to perform FIONA and parti-
cle tracking algorithms for the molecules observed in both channels. However,
it would be difficult to reconcile the information from both channels simulta-
neously because the channel separation is not known with enough precision. If
precise channel separation is not known, then one is limited to analyzing shorter
trajectory length data which can be problematic not only for ACF analysis, but





Chain Structures Below the
Diffraction Limit
2.1 Introduction: Conjugated Polymers
Conjugated polymers (CPs) have gained attention as possible materials for next-
generation electronic and electro-optical devices. Unfortunately, analysis and
control of CP properties are often complicated by polydispersity, morphological
diversity, and chemical and physical defects. Understanding how these prop-
erties affect CP photophysics on a single molecule level is an important step in
understanding how such photophysics could be controlled in more complex en-
vironments such as thin films, where both intra- and intermolecular CP contacts
are present.
Single molecule studies on isolated CPs have measured fluorescence po-
larization anisotropy and polarization modulation depth. 147,81,46,71,17,149,3 While
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such measurements provide information about average CP conformation (espe-
cially when coupled with simulation), they do not allow simultaneous recording
of CP fluorescence intensity transients. Photophysical behavior of a CP is ex-
pected to be highly dependent on its conformation and can be characterized in
part by following its fluorescence intensity in time. For example, across-chain
exciton migration is expected to lead to few emitters and stepwise photobleach-
ing while the less efficient along-chain exciton migration would result in many
emitters and continuous photobleaching behavior. 57,133,148,33,77 These behaviors
are, in turn, believed to be characteristic of folded and unfolded CP conforma-
tions. 71,57,133,148,33,77,32 To validate this hypothesis, simultaneous measurement
of fluorescence intensity transients and extraction of conformation of single
CPs is required.
Super-resolution imaging approaches could be used to simultaneously as-
sess molecular conformation and photophysics of conjugated polymers since
such approaches can provide subdiffraction limit spatial resolution of multiple
emission sites within the diffraction limit and, provided that the appropriate
technique is used, allow for time-dependent intensity measurement as well. 146,169,47,141,51,50
Fluorescence imaging with one-nanometer accuracy (FIONA) has previously
been used to precisely identify the centroid position of emission from single
CPs. 51,50 By mapping the centroid position over time using FIONA, molecular
conformations of single CPs were traced out. In certain cases, CP conforma-
tion was found to be quite extended, and on such molecules sudden jumps in the
centroid position were seen. These jumps were often correlated with stepwise
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transitions in the fluorescence intensity transients. 50 This correlation suggested
that shifts of the centroid were the result of changes in number and/or position
of emitting site(s).
While these experiments were the first to directly probe molecular confor-
mation while tracking fluorescence intensity, FIONA cannot provide quanti-
tative characterization of a CP’s conformation if that CP has multiple simulta-
neously emitting sites. In this case, the centroid localized through FIONA will
report the average position of all such emitting chromophores, with this po-
sition weighted by the fluorescence intensity of each emitter. The failure of
FIONA to trace out molecular conformation will be exacerbated for molecules
with a large number of emitters (as is expected on CPs with extended confor-
mation). To avoid the averaging inherent in FIONA for CPs with multiple simul-
taneous emitters, single molecule high resolution imaging with photobleaching
(SHRImP) 47,141,158 or the equivalent techniques of nanometer localized mul-
tiple single molecule (NALMS) 122 and bleaching/blinking assisted localization
microscopy (BaLM) 19 can be employed. These techniques rely on the stochas-
tic nature of photobleaching and image subtraction to resolve individual emit-
ters within a diffraction-limited spot and thus can be used to spatially resolve
individual emitters along a CP experiencing serial emitter photobleaching. A
schematic diagram illustrating the SHRImP procedure is shown in Figure 2-1a–
c.
In this chapter, we use a SHRImP algorithm to map out the positions of indi-
vidual emitters along single poly(2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethylhexyloxy)1,4-phenylenevinylene)
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Figure 2.1: (a) An intensity trajectory with two emission sites (indicted by blue and green dots)
that photobleach serially. (b) Schematic depiction of SHRImP analysis: The final emitter (blue) is
localized via FIONA, and the position of each earlier emitter (in this depiction, there is a single
such emitter, depicted in green) is found via localization after SHRImP image subtraction. If
only FIONA is employed, when multiple emitters are present, the determined position (red)
will represent an average over all emission sites. (c) Schematic depiction of localized positions
as determined by FIONA (red and blue dots) and SHRImP (green cross). (d) Particular SHRImP
implementation employed in this work. Each frame image, F, is averaged with adjacent images
to produce a second set of frames, F’, to mitigate noise. SHRImP is calculated for frame (F’) i with
frames (F’) of (i + n)n=3,4,5,6. If frame pair {i, i + 4} satisfies the fit uncertainty and eccentricity
constraints described in the text, all SHRImP combinations for frames depicted in the two red
boxes are calculated. The frame pair yielding the minimum fit uncertainty is used to determine
the position of an emission site.
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(MEH-PPV) molecules exhibiting monotonically decreasing intensity, likely due
to serial photobleaching. We also develop a variant of this technique, all-frames
SHRImP (afSHRImP), in which all possible image subtractions are performed
combinatorially to reduce uncertainty associated with localized emission sites.
Using SHRImP and afSHRImP, we estimate the radius of gyration projected
onto the sample plane of single MEH-PPV chains immobilized in polystyrene
and corroborate correlation between photobleaching behavior and CP confor-
mation.
2.2 Experimental Details
MEH-PPV was synthesized following a previously described protocol. 106 The
resultant MEH-PPV had Mw = 168 kDa with PDI = 2.1 with a single-peak trace
on a gel-permeation chromatograph. For single-molecule measurements, MEH-
PPV was diluted in ≈4 wt % polystyrene (PS, Polymer Source, Mw = 6.4 kDa,
PDI = 1.05) with toluene or chloroform as the solvent. These solutions were
spin-coated at 2000 rpm onto glass slides resulting in ≈200 nm thick films as
measured via atomic force microscopy. The concentration of MEH-PPV in the
solutions was ≈10–11 M to ensure that the average separation between CPs
in the prepared film was greater than 1 µm. Experiments were performed on a
home-built microscope in epi-fluorescence configuration with 532 nm wave-
length excitation. An oil objective lens (60x, NA = 1.45) and additional magni-
fication of ≈1.5x resulted in a pixel size of 92.5 nm/pixel. The sample was illu-
minated with a power density of ≈160 W/cm2, and images were collected at
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a frame rate of 0.2 s on an EMCCD camera (Andor iXon DV-855). Further de-
tails about the microscope is available in Appendix C. Resultant movies were
analyzed using routines written in IDL and Python, the details of which are de-
scribed in the main text. Because it is not trivial to correct sample drift in SHRImP
analysis, only movies with drift below localization accuracy were subjected to
further analysis. Drift assessment and correction is discussed in Appendix A.
2.3 Data Analysis Methods
All movies were assessed using both frame-by-frame FIONA and SHRImP. Both
types of analyses were performed on movies whose adjacent frames (F) were
averaged, resulting in a movie in which each frame (F’) is an average of three im-
ages (Figure 2-1d). This averaging was performed to mitigate the anticipated
noise increase when subtracting images during SHRImP analysis. Both FIONA
and SHRImP analysis require 2D-Gaussian fitting of images. The general 2-D
Gaussian function is given by:
I(x, y) = A exp−[B(x− x0)2 + C(x− x0) +D(y − y0)]2 + I0 (2.1)
for which average fit uncertainty and eccentricity are calculated as δr = 1
2
(δx +
δy) and e = (1 − l2
L2
)1/2, where L is the semimajor axis and l is the semiminor axis
of the fitted Gaussian. In FIONA, localization accuracy as obtained from vari-
ous experimental parameters 146 is quite similar to that obtained using Gaus-
sian fit uncertainty as suggested by Selvin et al., 141 and we use that measure
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of fit uncertainty in this study. In an ideal situation, the 2D Gaussian fit of the
centroid associated with a single emitter would have an eccentricity of 0. How-
ever, in experiments the fits may not be perfectly symmetric not only because
the MEH-PPV molecules may consist of multiple emission sites but also be-
cause the images include noise from a variety of sources, and distortions occur
due to pixelation, imperfect optical alignment, and orientation effects. 146,109,50
We demonstrated that eccentricity is nonzero for single emitters by perform-
ing FIONA on single PDI dye molecules (pPDI: N,N’-bis(3-phosphonopropyl)-
3,4,9,10-perylene dicarboximide) and 3.5 nm diameter CdSe–ZnS core–shell
quantum dots, both of which are considered single point-source emitters. In
both cases, 2D Gaussian fit eccentricities typically ranged from 0.4 to 0.6. Such
eccentricities were also seen for MEH-PPV molecules with multiple single emit-
ters within the diffraction limit. At a typical signal-to-background ratio (SBR) for
MEH-PPV molecules in this experiment (SBR ≈ 1.4–2.1), fit uncertainty is ap-
proximately 0.07 pixels (≈7 nm). The subtracted images produced for SHRImP
analysis have increased uncertainty due to error propagation, with 21/2δr ≈
0.10 pixels.
Following frame averaging and frame-by-frame FIONA analysis, SHRImP
analysis was then used to localize individual emitters along MEH-PPV molecules
as shown schematically in Figure 2-1. Images obtained from frame subtractions
were retained if the resulting image was fit to a 2D Gaussian with (1) fit uncer-
tainty ≤ 0.10 pixels and (2) eccentricity ≤ 0.55. These values were set empiri-
cally and may differ for experimental conditions yielding different SBR. While
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the original SHRImP algorithm interrogated only time-adjacent frames, 47,141
(16, 17) the presence of stochastic noise results in particular frames having
poorer than average signal-to-noise, which in turn would lead to poorer than
average images generated through SHRImP subtractions using such frames. As
such, the SHRImP algorithm was modified to include not only frame pairs that
are time-adjacent but also those in the local time vicinity, as shown schemat-
ically in Figure 2-1 and explored in an example described here. A subtracted
image for a pair of frames, {i, i + 3}, is calculated, and its Gaussian fit eccentric-
ity and uncertainty are compared with the constraints. If the frame pair does
not satisfy the constraints, SHRImP of the next pair, {i, i + 4}, is calculated. The
same procedure is repeated until the pair {i, i + 6} is reached. Because frames
i + 1 and i + 2 have constituents in common with frame i, the pairs {i, i + 1}
and {i, i + 2} are not included in the SHRImP analysis. If analysis of the last pair
within the range defined does not satisfy the constraints, no SHRImP fits are
retained for frame i, and the algorithm is repeated for frame i+1. If any pair of
frames {i, i + n}n=3,4,5,6 does yield an image that satisfies the fit constraints, all
combinations {i, j} with i = i, i + 1, i + 2, and j = j, j + 1, j + 2 are assessed.
If multiple pairs for this frame combination satisfy the constraints, the combina-
tion whose result has minimum fit uncertainty is chosen.
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2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Example Stepwise and Continuous Trajectories
Figure 2-2 illustrates the SHRImP approach depicted schematically in Figure 2-
1 for two example molecules, one with stepwise photobleaching and one with
continuous photobleaching. For the molecule depicted in Figure 2-2a,b, the first
frame pair identified by the SHRImP algorithm described above that satisfies
the constraints is frame pair {3,8}. All combinations of frames 3,4,5 with frames
8,9,10 are then assessed, and frame pair {5,10} is chosen because it has the min-
imum fit uncertainty of the tested pairs. The fit results from that frame pair de-
termine the position of the first emission site, denoted #1 in Figure 2-2b. Using
the same approach, the remaining emission sites are determined. We note that
the last emission site, #4 in Figure 2-2b, is determined by performing FIONA on
the final frame identified via SHRImP analysis, as FIONA and SHRImP will re-
turn the same result in the presence of a single emitter, and FIONA localization
avoids the noise introduced by SHRImP subtraction. In Figure 2-2a, the paired
red arrows indicate the frame pairs identified by the SHRImP data analysis pro-
cess, and the single green arrow indicates the frame used for FIONA localization
of the final emitter. For the molecule depicted in Figure 2-2a,b, a total of four
emission sites were identified. These emission sites are plotted in Figure 2-2b
as large dots. FIONA localizations for every frame of the averaged movie are
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, of the four emission sites identified via SHRImP was
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found to be 17.0 ± 13.4 nm. Because each SHRImP fit has 5 - 7 nm uncertainty,
the RMS distance uncertainty is relatively large.
The same SHRImP analysis can also be used to identify emitter locations
along molecules with continuous photobleaching behavior, as shown for an ex-
ample molecule in Figure 2-2c,d. Even though such molecules reveal few abrupt
changes in intensity, the SHRImP algorithm identifies pairs of frames that, when
subtracted, yield images that are well fit and meet the constraints described
above. In this molecule, 10 emitters are found (with RMS distance of 30.1 ±
21.9 nm), as shown in Figure 2-2d.
2.4.2 Enhanced Precision of Localization of Emission Sites
Employing SHRImP as described above results in relatively high uncertainty in
localization of individual emitters. This is primarily caused by noise that is exac-
erbated when performing subtractions between frames. In cases where inten-
sity trajectories are stepwise, where undercounting of emitters is not expected,
error in localizing emitters can be minimized by statistical averaging through a
variant of SHRImP we call all-frames SHRImP (afSHRImP).
Here, every pair of frames (F’) in a trajectory is subject to SHRImP subtrac-
tion. The 2D Gaussian fits from the resulting images are visualized by plotting
their eccentricities in a matrix, as shown in Figure 2-3a for the molecule de-
picted in Figure 2-2a,b. Low eccentricity areas (depicted in blue and cyan) in-
dicate that the corresponding frame pairs have good SHRImP fits. For example,
frame pair 20, 40 has a bad SHRImP fit (e ≈ 0.9, orange) while frame pair 20, 60
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Figure 2.2: Intensity trajectory of MEH-PPV polymers with (a) stepwise and (c) continuous in-
tensity decays. Red arrows indicate frame pairs found by the SHRImP data analysis algorithm
depicted in Figure 2-1, and the single green arrow indicates the frame from which the final emit-
ter is localized by FIONA. (b,d) Large dots are emission sites localized from the frames indicated
by red and green arrows in panels a and c. Small dots indicate frame-by-frame FIONA centroid
localization for these molecules. Colors correspond to the order of pairs and order of frames
from navy to red for both SHRImP and frame-by-frame FIONA, with color changes in FIONA set
by initial position of frame pairs identified via SHRImP. Each tick in panels b and d corresponds
to 0.2 pixel separation with 92.5 nm/pixel magnification. The RMS distances for these MEH-
PPV molecules are found to be 17.0 ± 13.4 nm and 30.1 ± 21.9 nm via SHRImP analysis for the
molecules depicted by panels b and d, respectively.
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has a good SHRImP fit (e ≈ 0.4, blue). Similar 2D matrix plots can be made for fit
uncertainties; frames 20,40 and 20,60 have SHRImP fits with uncertainties of ≈
200 and 3.9 nm, respectively.
After generating the eccentricity contour map, rather than only consider-
ing fit results for adjacent and near-adjacent frames as depicted in Figure 2-
1, trajectories are divided into and inspected by sections. Visual inspection of
the contour map reveals color correlations over sets of frames. For example, all
combinations of frames 1-6 yield SHRImP subtractions with poor fits (as shown
through high eccentricity in Figure 2-3a), suggesting that no change in emitter
number or position has occurred during this period. This set of frames is then
considered a section and denoted S1 in Figure 2-3a. For frames in S1, an abrupt
and persistent color transition to blue in the eccentricity contour map is seen
when SHRImP subtractions are performed between frames in this section and
frames 7 and higher, indicating that a change in emitter number and/or posi-
tion has occurred. From visual inspection of square regions with concentrated
yellow–dark brown colors, the trajectory is separated into four sections (S1, S2,
S3, and S4 in Figure 2-3a) for analysis that allows more precise determination of
emitter position than does the SHRImP algorithm already described.
In afSHRImP, the first photobleached emission site is determined by aver-
aging the identified positions of every SHRImP calculation between frames in
sections 1 and 2 weighted by their fit uncertainties, and this procedure is re-
peated for determination of each emission site. The emission sites localized by
afSHRImP for the molecule depicted in Figure 2-2a,b are shown in Figure 2-3b
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Figure 2.3: (a) Two dimensional contour plot of frame-to-frame eccentricity of SHRImP fits for
the molecule depicted in Figure 2-2a,b. If the algorithm could not fit a SHRImP image, e = 1.2
was assigned (dark brown color). Frames are assigned to sections S1-S4 by grouping sections
of poor SHRImP fits, indicated by yellow-brown colors on the plot. (b) afSHRImP localization
of emitters on the molecule depicted in Figure 2-2a,b. Crosses are emission sites localized by
afSHRImP as described in the text. Error bars are smaller than the symbol size. Large hexagonal
symbols are emission sites identified by a standard implementation of SHRImP as also shown in
Figure 2-2b, with fit uncertainty represented by the outer circles. The first emitter is shown in
navy, the second in blue, the third in green, and the fourth in red. Small dots are frame-by-frame
FIONA localizations with colors corresponding to the order of frames from navy to red. Each
tick in panel b corresponds to 0.2 pixel separation with 92.5 nm/pixel magnification.
with crosses. For comparison, the emission sites identified through the imple-
mentation of SHRImP depicted in Figure 2-1 and shown in Figure 2-2b are also
shown, with outer circles representing uncertainty in position.
Following the afSHRImP procedure, the calculated RMS distance for the
molecule depicted in Figure 2-2a,b is 18.7 ± 1.7 nm. This is within the uncer-
tainty of the RMS estimation of 17.0 ± 13.4 nm from a standard SHRImP imple-
mentation (Figure 2-2b). Performing this comparison on several molecules with
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Table 2.1: Examples of RMS Distance and Associated Fit Uncertainty for Stepwise Photobleach-
ing MEH-PPV Molecules by Standard SHRImP and afSHRImP
standard SHRImP afSHRImP
no. RMS (nm) uncertainty (nm) RMS (nm) uncertainty (nm)
1 17.0 13.4 18.7 1.7
2 16.6 10.3 12.4 6.2
3 11.7 7.7 14.7 1.0
4 15.5 12.2 13.0 4.9
5 10.7 9.4 11.3 1.3
6 24.2 17.0 13.6 1.8
7 14.7 13.5 9.5 0.6
stepwise photobleaching trajectories chosen at random reveals that the two
SHRImP-based approaches yield quantitatively different RMS values, but in all
cases the RMS value obtained via afSHRImP is within the uncertainty of that ob-
tained by standard SHRImP analysis (Table 2-1), thus validating that approach.
Given the similarity between SHRImP and afSHRImP results and because af-
SHRImP is appropriate for stepwise trajectories only, standard SHRImP is used
in the analysis described below.
2.4.3 Correlation between MEH-PPV Photophysics and Conformation
The single chain properties of MEH-PPV are very challenging to ascertain from
typical experiments given the molecules’ tendency to aggregate. 80,73 In single
molecule studies, MEH-PPV has been seen to assume various conformations
in response to its interactions with both its host and solvent. 57,133,148,33,77,56 It
has been inferred from polarization modulation depth measurements that when
spin-coated from a solution of chloroform into a host polymer matrix, MEH-
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PPV preferentially adopts a stretched conformation while spin-coating from
a solution of toluene leads to preference for a highly ordered, folded confor-
mation. 133 We prepared samples by dissolving MEH-PPV in either toluene or
chloroform before spin-coating into a polystyrene matrix. While both types of
samples contained MEH-PPV molecules demonstrating both stepwise and con-
tinuously decaying intensity trajectories, the proportion of trajectories with
stepwise bleaching was high in samples in which toluene was the solvent (for
example, Figure 2-2a,b) while continuous bleaching trajectories were prevalent
when chloroform was used (for example, Figure 2-2c,d). As described above,
stepwise photobleaching is believed to indicate effective exciton funneling to
a few recombination sites as can occur across chains, as would be facilitated
through folded conformations. On the other hand, trajectories with higher ini-
tial and continuously decreasing intensities are indicative of the presence of
many individual emission sites isolated along an extended molecule. 57,133,148,33,77
While intuitively an MEH-PPV molecule in a folded configuration will be more
compact than one in a stretched conformation, to the best of our knowledge
the actual size distributions of MEH-PPV molecules exhibiting stepwise and
continuous photobleaching have not been reported previously. We estimated
the size of MEH-PPV molecules demonstrating stepwise photobleaching (pre-
pared from dissolution in toluene) and those with continuous photobleaching
(prepared from dissolution in chloroform) projected onto the two-dimensional
sample plane using SHRImP implemented as depicted in Figure 1 and compared
those with estimated sizes as obtained via frame-by-frame FIONA.
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RMS distances of the emission sites were calculated for 60 (toluene) and 61
(chloroform) MEH-PPV molecules displaying stepwise and continuous inten-
sity decays as obtained from FIONA and SHRImP (Figure 2-4). If the emission
sites are randomly distributed along the MEH-PPV chains, the RMS values are
approximately equal to the radius of gyration of the polymers. FIONA yields
median RMS distances of 8.2 and 11.9 nm for the stepwise and continuously
photobleaching trajectories, respectively, suggesting that stepwise trajectories
are associated with more compact conformations than continuously bleaching
ones. This correlation is made more obvious through SHRImP analysis, where
the median RMS distances obtained are 12.6 and 25.3 nm for molecules with
stepwise and continuous intensity trajectories, respectively. Though each RMS
value obtained via SHRImP has large relative uncertainty (≈10 nm), there is a
distinct difference in the peak values of the histograms associated with step-
wise and continuously photobleaching molecules. For stepwise trajectories, we
also assessed the radius of gyration using afSHRImP. As suggested by Table 2-1,
because the differences in RMS distance as obtained by standard and afSHRImP
are random and within a range near localization accuracy, there is no signifi-
cant change in size distribution relative to that shown in Figure 4a when using
afSHRImP.
The ratio of median RMS distance obtained via SHRImP relative to FIONA,
Rr, is 2.1 for continuously photobleaching trajectories and 1.5 for stepwise ones.
The relatively large value of Rr for continuously photobleaching molecules is
consistent with these molecules having many simultaneously emitting chro-
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Figure 2.4: RMS distance histograms of emission sites identified by SHRImP and frame-by-
frame FIONA for (a) 60 molecules with stepwise and (b) 61 molecules with continuous pho-
tobleaching intensity trajectories. Median RMS distances obtained are 8.2 (FIONA) and 12.6
(SHRImP) nm for molecules with stepwise bleaching trajectories and 11.9 (FIONA) and 25.3
(SHRImP) nm for molecules with continuously bleaching intensity trajectories.
mophores that FIONA averages over, thus yielding smaller observed positional
changes with the photobleaching of a given emitter relative to SHRImP.
Typically 4-6 emission sites were found via SHRImP analysis for stepwise
trajectories while 6-12 were found for continuously photobleaching trajecto-
ries. To assess whether the RMS distance distributions depend on the number
of emission sites, the first five emission sites of MEH-PPV data shown in Fig-
ure 2-4b were used to recalculate the RMS distance distribution for molecules
exhibiting continuous photobleaching. For example, the emission sites from
#1 to #5 in Figure 2-2c,d were used. The result showed that there is no signif-
icant difference between the two histograms with all emission sites and the
first five emission sites. This implies that the emission sites are distributed ran-
domly in space and bleach randomly in time. We note that while SHRImP is ex-
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pected to yield better estimates of number and position of emitters than can be
achieved via FIONA, for continuously photobleaching trajectories there is likely
an under-counting of emitters and residual averaging over multiple emitters.
The fact that the RMS distance is not strongly affected by the number of emit-
ters found in the range investigated suggests this does not prevent accurate
estimation of molecular extension. Moreover, the fact that the identified emit-
ters on molecules with continuous photobleaching trajectories are distributed
widely in space argues against serious undercounting and residual averaging via
SHRImP, as in this case a much tighter distribution of emitter positions would
be expected.
The average RMS distances obtained via SHRImP are reasonable given that
the end-to-end distance of the stretched Mw = 168k MEH-PPV molecules used
here is ≈417 nm (RMS distance ≈ 120 nm). To estimate the radius of gyration
(Rg) of MEH-PPV, a semiflexible polymer, the worm-like chain (WLC) model may











where Lc is the stretched length of the polymer and Lp is persistence length. 144
Lc is estimated by bN, where b is the length of the monomer and N is the number
of monomers. We assign b as 0.6455 nm as assessed from the molecular struc-
ture, and N is 646 for MEH-PPV molecules with Mw = 168 kDa. For MEH-PPV,
Lp has been approximated as 6.51 and 7.33 nm for toluene and chloroform, re-
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spectively. 74 The resulting Rg values for the MEH-PPV used in this study are
then 26.0 nm (toluene) and 27.5 nm (chloroform). The WLC model thus predicts
Rg very similar to that measured for the continuously photobleaching MEH-PPV
molecules assessed here (prepared from dissolution in chloroform) but suggests
no significant difference for the radii of gyration of MEH-PPV prepared from
dissolution in toluene and chloroform. This contradicts most single molecule
experimental data that do suggest conformation dependence on the solvent.
The discrepancy may arise from solvent-dependent tension when MEH-PPV is
immobilized in a host matrix during spin coating and/or particular ternary inter-
actions between the conjugated polymer, solvent, and host matrix. 12,130 More
rigorous theoretical models must be developed for accurate inclusion of such
effects.
In addition to comparing the radius of gyration of the MEH-PPV molecules
with stepwise and continuous photobleaching, the data collected allows deter-
mination of distance between nearest emitters. Our analysis is predicated on
the presence of multiple simultaneous emitters, as is consistent with the mono-
tonically decaying intensity trajectories analyzed. In this model, assessing dis-
tance between nearest identified emitters provides a measure of the exciton
migration distance. We find that the median values of the nearest distance be-
tween emitters are 9.5 and 11.2 nm for stepwise and continuous trajectories,
respectively. The median exciton migration distance would be approximately
half this distance or ≈ 5 nm independent of conformation. This is consistent
with previous findings that average exciton migration distance is less than or
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similar to 10 nm in MEH-PPV. 51,50,99
2.5 Conclusions
It has previously been inferred that conjugated polymers exhibiting stepwise
photobleaching are in folded conformations while those exhibiting continu-
ously photobleaching trajectories are extended. We have prepared and investi-
gated a set of molecules with stepwise and continuous photobleaching behavior
and identify emitter positions through single molecule imaging and the super-
resolution approach of SHRImP, as well as a variant termed afSHRImP that
reduces the uncertainty associated with emitter localization. Using SHRImP
rather than the localization microscopy approach of FIONA allows identifica-
tion of emitter positions in both stepwise and continuous photobleaching tra-
jectories and yields larger estimates of the molecular radius of gyration in rea-
sonable agreement with theoretical predictions. We find molecules with step-
wise trajectories are more compact than those with continuous photobleaching,
consistent with previous suggestions. We demonstrate the utility of SHRImP
for identifying emitter positions and corroborating the correlation between
stepwise (continuous) photobleaching and compact (extended) conformation,
estimate the radius of gyration of compact and extended MEH-PPV molecules
(Mw = 168 kDa) as 12.6 and 25.3 nm, respectively, and provide an estimate of
≈10 nm for the distance between recombination sites.
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2.6 Outlook and Future Directions
For the data presented in this chapter, we invetigated molecules that had ideal,
monotonically decreasing fluorescence intensity trajectories. However, most
CPs typically exhibit very complex fluorescence intensity trajectories as de-
scribed in Appendix A. Though the SHRImP framework is theoretically sound,
its application to all the fluoresence intensity trajectories collected is currently
limited by the understanding the wide range of photophysical events occuring
within the chain. For example, the fluorescence intensity trajectories for many
CPs display a mixture of stepwise and continuous characteristics. In addition,
though most changes in fluorescence occur due to photobleaching, photoactiva-
tion has been known to also happen in CP chains. 94
Next, modifications to the SHRImP algorithm can be made to follow the var-
ious proposed models for CP photophysics, and the results from the SHRImP
procedure compared to results expected from the model. For example, it was
recently shown that certain conformational moieties are more (or less) photo-
physically stable depending on the overall conformation of the chain. 118 Map-
ping and tracking which emitters bleach earlier than others can not only verify
these findings, but can possibly reveal other spatial relationships between that
emitters that may explain these behaviors.
Finally, SHRImP could be combined with some other algorithms developed
in the biophysical community to pick out transitions. 140,171 This may prove par-
ticularly useful for the study of CP aggregates which display pronounced pho-
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Applications in Solvent Vapor-Swollen
Materials
3.1 Introduction: Solvent Vapor Annealing
Polymers in contact with a compatible liquid- or vapor-phase solvent undergo
swelling. Homopolymer swelling has been extensively studied theoretically and
experimentally, and polymer swelling behavior has been exploited for applica-
tions including photolithography and ion exchange. 105,25,13,116,117 In 1995, poly-
mer swelling through exposure to solvent vapor was used as a tool for attaining
long-range nanoscale ordering in diblock copolymer thin films in a process that
became known as solvent vapor annealing (SVA). 87 This approach has become a
widely used alternative to thermal annealing for attaining order in such materi-
als, as it is typically both milder and more efficient than thermal annealing. 142,29
In recent years, there has been significant effort directed towards understand-
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ing and controlling the SVA process to attain better ordering in thin films of di-
block copolymers as well as for bottom-up assembly of organic materials. 142,155
Despite this, SVA remains poorly understood and of limited reproducibility,
with conditions set empirically for individual applications by individual labo-
ratories. 142
Polymer swelling is a complex phenomenon. In the homopolymer case, swelling
comprises two competing phenomena, solvent diffusion through the polymer
and relaxation of the polymer. 117 The relative rates of solvent diffusion and
host relaxation determine the details of the solvent swelling process as well
as the molecular rearrangements that occur upon swelling. For example, poly-
mers in a thin film prepared by spin-coating have been shown to reptate fol-
lowing swelling with a good solvent. 8,145 When applied to diblock copolymers,
the aforementioned complexities are exacerbated by phase segregation of the
individual blocks into nanostructures. 142,30,49 While SVA clearly enhances the
microphase segregation in these systems, allowing for long range order to be
achieved, the ways in which solvent choice, vapor pressure, and degree and time
course of swelling can be used to enhance and control this ordering remain un-
clear.
A key limitation to developing a fuller understanding of the SVA process is
the limited capacity to monitor the process in situ. It is relatively straightfor-
ward to monitor degree of solvent uptake in a polymeric thin film via quartz
crystal microbalances (QCMs) or optical metrology techniques. 116,117,48,75,124,58,101
QCMs operating in dissipation mode could additionally report bulk viscoelastic
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properties of a film during the process. 75 Evolving structural changes and po-
tential inhomogeneity of structure and mechanical properties across the films
over time are more challenging to assess during SVA. For diblock copolymers,
grazing incidence small-angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS) has been used to as-
sess transient nanostructures that arise during swelling. 30,49,95,173,139,49 While
GISAXS can reveal nanostructural motifs present in a swollen film, it cannot de-
scribe molecular motions in a spatially resolved manner. Indeed, no study to
date has simultaneously assessed film thickness and local structure or dynamics
in real time. Moreover, most of the aforementioned studies did not quantita-
tively control solvent vapor pressure, limiting ability to reproduce findings and
generalize results.
Here, we describe an apparatus for controlled delivery of solvent vapor to
polymer thin film samples and simultaneous monitoring of multiple properties
of those samples throughout the process of solvent vapor annealing. To achieve
this multi-modal monitoring, two polymer thin films are prepared in an identical
fashion and assessed in parallel adjacent to each other within a single sample
chamber. One sample, prepared on a QCM, is used to characterize the extent
of swelling while another, prepared on a coverslip, is used for epi-fluorescence
imaging. Swelling is performed in a controlled fashion using a series of mass-
flow controllers (MFCs) to generate and control solvent vapor pressures. This
approach to studying polymer films in their vapor swollen state allows simulta-
neous characterization of film swelling, viscoelasticity, structure, and/or dynam-
ics under well-controlled conditions.
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We demonstrate the broad utility of information that can be accessed using
this apparatus via two proof-of-principle experiments. In one case, the dynamics
within a polymer thin film are characterized by particle-tracking quantum dot
(QD) dopants, data that illuminate both bulk enhancement of diffusion that oc-
curs upon swelling as well as heterogeneity in dynamics across the swollen film.
In a second example, a mixture of solvents is used to monitor the aggregation of
conjugated polymer guests, demonstrating that the control of the conditions in
the sample chamber is sufficient to direct bottom-up assembly of mesoscopic
structures.
3.2 Experimental Details: Apparatus
3.2.1 Solvent Vapor Annealing Chamber
The sample chamber is composed of three parts—the base, the body, and the
lid—machined from aluminum. Within the sample chamber, two polymer thin
films were prepared and assessed in parallel, with a coverslip-mounted sam-
ple at the chamber base and a QCM-mounted sample at the chamber lid (Fig-
ure 3-1). The base has an opening to hold a 25 mm diameter coverslip, sealed
with Kalrez O-rings. The sample chamber lid is designed such that it can be fas-
tened between the QCM crystal holder head and the retainer cover that holds
the QCM in place (Figure 3-1(c)). The QCM sensor lies above and concentric to
the imaged sample. An inlet and outlet for vapor flow were bored through the
sides of the cylinder body to allow connection to a MFC-regulated vapor flow
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic diagram of the chamber components both unassembled and assem-
bled. (b)-(d) Photographs of the (b) sample chamber without lid, showing the coverslip in place
over the objective lens, (c) underside of the chamber lid with the QCM attached, and (d) fully
assembled chamber on the microscope sample stage.
system. The inlet and outlet to the sample chamber are controlled by two pin
valves. The three components of the sample chamber are held together with
bored-through screws with intercalating Kalrez O-rings to assure a good seal. In
the experiments performed here, Teflon tape was applied around all junctures
to further protect against possible leaks.
3.2.2 Solvent Vapor Production
Solvent vapor was generated using a series of mass-flow controllers (Alicat Sci-
entific MCS-100) to bubble dry nitrogen carrier gas through solvent reservoirs.
In the configuration shown in Figure 3-2, two MFCs (MFC-A and MFC-B) con-
trol flow in two channels, though this system can be extended to more chan-
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the solvent vapor delivery system. MFCs control the flow of
carrier gas through the appropriate solvent reservoirs and the sample chamber. Switches and
valves are present throughout (indicated by S- and V-, respectively) to direct and control flow.
The vent at right is left open except in cases where the solvent trap is used to condense solvent
vapors to assess quantity of solvent that was delivered to the sample.
nels to support delivery of complex mixtures of solvents. A switch is present in
each channel (S-A and S-B in Figure 3-2) to allow bypassing of the solvent reser-
voir connected to that channel. The flow of each channel is combined in a mix-
ing bottle to assure a reservoir of equilibrated vapor mixtures. Downstream
from the mixing bottle, another switch (S-C) allows flow to or bypass of the sam-
ple chamber. Perfluoroalkoxy tubing (McMaster Carr; Ultraclear PFA Tubing,
1/8 in. inner diameter) was used to connect all the components involved with
solvent vapor production and delivery since it is extremely resistant to a wide
range of organic solvents.
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3.2.3 Sample Characterization
The sample at the bottom of the chamber was prepared on a coverslip and was
interrogated via wide-field epi-fluorescence microscopy. The exemplary exper-
iments described here employed continuous wave 488 nm excitation, an oil-
immersion objective lens (Olympus PlanApo N 60×, NA = 1.4), and appropriate
dichroic (488 nm), longpass (520 nm), and bandpass (525 - 675 nm) filters. Im-
ages were collected using an EMCCD camera (Andor iXon DV-855).
In theory, the film employed for imaging could also be used to monitor film
swelling through an optically based technique such as ellipsometry or interfer-
ometry. However, doing so could complicate fluorescence imaging; moreover,
the film to be imaged must be prepared on a coverslip, which is not ideal for
these approaches. Instead, film thickness and swelling were assessed via par-
allel measurements on a film prepared on the QCM (Stanford Research Systems
QCM-200) at the sample chamber’s top. This measurement does not interfere
with imaging, and the QCM is compact and simple to operate. Moreover, the
QCM can return information on film viscoelasticity that can be used to validate
storage and loss moduli obtained, for example, via particle tracking microrheol-
ogy on the coverslip-mounted film. 164 Film thickness before and during SVA was
assessed by measuring the decrease in resonance frequency from a bare QCM
to one with a spin-cast film prior to or during swelling. The change in QCM reso-
nance frequency reports film uptake of solvent via the Sauerbrey equation,
∆f = −Cf∆m (3.1)
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where ∆f is the observed frequency change, Cf is the sensitivity factor for the
crystal used, and ∆m is the change of mass per area. 134 Change in mass per area
can be transformed to film thickness (or change thereof) via
∆m = ρ∆h (3.2)
with ρ the density of the solvent responsible for the change in mass. To assure
the (potentially evolving) viscoelasticity of the film does not affect measure-
ment accuracy, 64 the QCM should be operated in a mode that corrects for reso-
nance frequency changes due to viscoelastic losses.
3.3 Experimental Details: Control of Vapor Pressure
3.3.1 Single Solvent Vapor Delivery
As depicted in Figure 3-2, solvent vapor was generated using MFCs to bub-
ble dry nitrogen gas through solvent reservoirs. To assess the system’s perfor-
mance, expected and actual amounts of generated acetone vapor were com-
pared. 48 The flow controllers allow direct control of Q, the volumetric flow rate.






M is the molar flow rate, Q is the volumetric flow rate, ρ is the gas density, and
MW is the molecular weight of the gas. For nitrogen gas, employing Qnit = 100
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standard cm3/min (sccm) yields Mnit = 4.147 × 10−3 mol/min. At this flow condi-
tion, the Reynolds number in the tubing used is 177, indicating laminar flow.
To calculate the molar flow rate for the solvent vapor, several assumptions
were made. First, it was assumed that bubbling nitrogen gas through a solvent
promotes solvent evaporation, ensuring that solvent vapor pressure remains
at saturation (psol) for a given temperature. Because the solubility of nitrogen
in common solvents is negligible, it was also assumed that Mnit remains con-
stant after bubbling. Finally, the total pressure in the system was assumed to
be 760 Torr because the SVA is an open system with low flow rates. Given these
assumptions, the molar flow rate for solvent vapor (Msol) for a MFC-controlled
channel is given by
Msol = Mnit[psol (760− psol)] (3.4)
Since pace = 193.19 Torr at 21 °C, for Qnit = 100 sccm, a volumetric flow rate
of Qace = 93.51 µl/min was expected. Experimentally, over two trials, 1760 ±
110 µl acetone was recovered at the solvent trap when nitrogen gas flowed
at Qnit = 100 sccm for 20 min and bubbled through acetone. This volume cor-
responds to Qace = 88 ± 5 µl/min. With a deviation of less than 10% between
predicted and measured recovered solvent, it was assumed there were no sig-
nificant leaks present in the system.
In a single channel configuration such as that described above, altering Mnit
will alter the rate of swelling, but the equilibrium vapor pressure in the chamber
will be the saturated vapor pressure of the solvent regardless of Mnit. The film
is thus expected to swell to the same degree over a range of nitrogen mass flow
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rates. To lower the vapor pressure of the delivered solvent relative to the satu-
rated vapor pressure and decrease degree of film swelling, mass flow of nitro-
gen through the solvent can be lowered while keeping the total nitrogen mass
flow rate identical by using the second MFC to deliver additional nitrogen gas
to the chamber (bypassing the second solvent container). The vapor pressure at
the sample is then given by




where Mnit,tot includes that delivered through the solvent as well as that deliv-
ered directly to the chamber.
We demonstrate these two methods of controlling flow rate and vapor pres-
sure using poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) films swollen with toluene vapor.
The films were prepared by spin-coating 3.4 wt.% solutions of PMMA (Sigma
Aldrich, Mw = 350 000 g/mol) in toluene onto sample substrates (coverslip and
QCM) at 2000 rpm. Prior to the swelling experiments, solvent vapors were
equilibrated by bubbling carrier gas through the appropriate solvent reservoirs
and bypassing the sample chamber for 30 min. In addition, the arm of the QCM
was allowed to mechanically equilibrate for at least 2 h and parasitic capaci-
tance was cancelled.
Initial film thickness was assessed via change of QCM frequency as described
by Equations 3.1 and 3.2. Over nine samples, the change in resonance frequency
of the QCM after spin-coating was 1427 ± 65 Hz, corresponding to film thick-
ness of 213 ± 10 nm. This value was corroborated by subjecting a sample pre-
pared in the same way to scratch analysis on an atomic force microscope (AFM),
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which yielded a thickness of 215 nm.
Swelling of the PMMA films with toluene vapor was then performed, vary-
ing either the toluene vapor pressure in the chamber or the mass flow rate of
the toluene. First, nitrogen was bubbled through toluene in one channel, and a
second channel was used to dilute the vapor with carrier gas. In these exper-
iments, overall flow rate was kept constant at 100 sccm. Ultimate degree of
swelling was expected to differ as the solvent vapor pressure varied with the
mass flow of nitrogen through the solvent as described by Equation 3.5. The ex-
pected behavior was observed, as was the fact that extent of swelling did not
change linearly with partial toluene vapor pressure (Figure 3-3, solid lines). This
is in accordance with the previous studies that showed a non-linear decrease in
the glass transition temperature for polymers undergoing vapor swelling, with
the effect more dramatic at higher solvent weight fractions. 25
Next, the rate of swelling was varied by controlling the solvent delivery rate.
To accomplish this, a single channel was used to bubble nitrogen gas through
toluene, and flow rate was varied. An example is shown in Figure 3-3 for a sce-
nario in which saturated toluene vapor was delivered at 50 sccm (red dotted
line) compared to at 100 sccm (red solid line). This led to a slower rate of swelling,
as expected.
In this set of experiments and similar experiments with different solvents
that substantially swell the polymeric film, oscillations in apparent film thick-
ness were sometimes evident. Visual observation of these samples after re-
moval from the SVA chamber suggested that these oscillations were related
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Figure 3.3: (Solid lines) Change in film thickness (∆h) over time at various solvent partial vapor
pressures attained by dilution from saturation. Data shown are for a total flow rate of Qnit = 100
sccm. (Dotted line) Change in film thickness over time at saturated toluene vapor pressure at a
total flow rate of Qnit = 50 sccm. In both sets of data, temperature was held at 21 ◦C and vapor
was introduced at 5 min (vertical dashed line).
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to film de-wetting. Films studied here became susceptible to de-wetting un-
der conditions in which the film swelled to greater than 1.5 times the initial
film thickness, likely due to the solvent altering the surface-substrate interac-
tion. 127,7
3.3.2 Solvent Mixtures
Mixtures of solvents are appropriate for some experiments, including attaining
order in diblock copolymer films and preparing aggregates of conjugated poly-
mers. 48,154,62 Such solvent mixtures can be delivered to a sample using either a
solvent mixture in a single reservoir or pure solvents in separate reservoirs. We
demonstrated ability to control and monitor vapor pressure in each scenario for
a mixture of acetone and chloroform.
To demonstrate the expected dependence of vapor volume ratio on liquid
volume ratio, mixtures of acetone and chloroform were prepared in a single
solvent reservoir and flow rate was set at Qnit = 100 sccm. The generated va-
pors were condensed at the solvent trap and subsequently analyzed by gas
chromatography. The resulting liquid–vapor equilibrium curve for acetone-
chloroform liquid solvent mixtures is shown in Figure 3-4(a). The vapor volume
ratio differs from the liquid volume ratio in accordance with the boiling points of
each solvent and their interactions, and the behavior seen is consistent with the
previous reports. 125,125
Mixed vapors can alternatively be prepared using separate solvent reser-
voirs. When acetone and chloroform are held in separate containers, the vapor
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Figure 3.4: (a) Liquid-vapor equilibrium curve for acetone-chloroform liquid solvent mixtures
in a single reservoir. Error bars are standard deviations over 3 independent measurements,
though most are smaller than the data points. (b) Experimental (blue) and calculated (red)
chloroform vapor volume ratio as a function of Qnit at the chloroform channel for acetone-
chloroform solvent vapor mixtures with the two solvents in separate solvent reservoirs and
Qnit,tot = 100 sccm.
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volume ratio of each component can be straightforwardly controlled by varying
the volumetric flow in each channel. For comparison with the results in Figure
3-4(a), the total flow rate from both MFCs was held at 100 sccm. The calcu-
lated chloroform vapor volume ratio, based on Equations 3.3 and 3.4, agreed
well with the experimental results (Figure 3-4(b)).
Because partial vapor pressures are more easily controlled with separate
solvent reservoirs, this configuration is recommended when employing a mix-
ture of solvent vapors. However, this can be difficult and cost-prohibitive with
non-binary mixtures that would require many MFCs. In this case, using mixed
liquid reservoirs can be advantageous, though the vapor-liquid equilibrium
would need to be characterized for the specific mixture of liquid solvents.
3.4 Sample Data and Data Analysis
3.4.1 Monitoring Dynamics during Polymer Film Swelling
The PMMA films depicted in Figure 3-3 were monitored not only for film swelling
with the QCM but also for film dynamics via imaging fluorescent dopants within
the coverslip-mounted films. Such measurements were then used for subse-
quent particle tracking and analysis of diffusion constants across the film during
the solvent swelling process.
The PMMA films were prepared as described above. For each experiment,
one thin film was prepared on the QCM to characterize film thickness and swelling
and another was prepared on a coverslip for imaging. The sample on the cov-
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erslip was doped with 3 nm CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs (Ocean Nanotech, QSP-
560-0050) at concentrations sufficiently low to achieve separation of ≈ 2.5 µm
between QDs.
Wide-field epi-fluorescence microscopy was employed to image the QD
dopants to interrogate the dynamics of the film at various times during solvent
swelling and as a function of position across the film. The motions of the QD
dopants during film swelling are expected to reflect the dynamics and viscoelas-
tic properties of the film. QD motions can be assessed and quantified following
particle tracking, and the algorithm proposed by Crocker and Grier was used to
identify and track the QDs in the sample data shown here. 28 From these tracks,
mean-squared displacement (MSD) was then computed via
MSD = ⟨∆r2(τ)⟩ = ⟨[r(t+ τ)− r(t)]2⟩ (3.6)
where τ is the lag time and r is the particle’s position. The MSD can be used
to assess whether the tracked particles are undergoing diffusive behavior or
anomalous diffusion including sub- or super-diffusive behaviors, which in turn
can indicate caging effects or active transport, respectively. For diffusive be-
haviors, the MSD is directly related to the diffusion constant via MSD = 2dDτ
with d the dimensionality of diffusion and D the diffusion constant. In particle-
tracking microrheology, the MSD is also used to extrapolate local frequency-
dependent storage and loss moduli. 164
In the PMMA film before swelling, QDs are expected to be nearly immobile.
Collecting data on ≈ 45 QDs in such a dry film for 100 s and performing parti-
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cle tracking on the resulting images showed that the ensemble average MSD
over all QDs tracked resulted in a non-zero MSD (Figure 3-5(a), black line). This
effect is due to localization error 146,135,90 as was verified by a Monte Carlo simu-
lation. To simulate the expected noise-related apparent motility, a point-spread
function (PSF) matching that of experiment was generated at the center of a
pixel array. Background intensity, signal-to-background ratio, and camera noise
were applied as described previously. 55 A Gaussian fit was performed on the
noisy PSF to determine centroid position before stochastic noise was renewed.
This process was repeated 2700 times, and a MSD was constructed from the
fitted positions, which will differ within localization accuracy. The MSD associ-
ated with the simulation is shown in Figure 3-5(a) (gray line), and it overlaps well
with that obtained from the QDs in the dry film. This sets a lower bound on the
diffusion constant that can be reliably obtained from this experiment at ≈ 10-5
µm2/s.
Upon swelling of the PMMA with 75% of saturated toluene vapor pressure
at 21 ◦C, the QD probes attained a degree of mobility due to rearrangement of
the surrounding host polymer and/or QD diffusion in the free volume within the
film. The motion of one such QD is shown in Figure 3-5(b), along with a track
depicting its motion over 8 s in the fully swollen film, as reported by the QCM
trace. The MSD for this QD as well as several others (thin red lines) and the en-
semble average of all QDs tracked (thick red line) are shown in Figure 3-5(a).
We note that some very fast QDs were not trackable due to the decrease in sig-
nal to background ratio that occurs when the photons emitted during the ex-
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Figure 3.5: (a) The MSDs of a subset of individual QDs tracked (thin red lines) in the swollen
film, the ensemble average MSD (thick red line) from all tracked particles in the swollen film, the
ensemble average of those in the as-cast film (black line), and a simulated ensemble MSD for
immobile particles (gray line). Inset shows zoomed in MSDs for immobile particles (black) and
simulation (gray). (b) (Left) Representative QD in the PMMA film swollen with 75% of saturated
toluene vapor pressure at 21 ◦C (Figure 3-3, green line). Fluorescence images have an expo-
sure time of 0.2 s and were collected continuously. The images shown are each separated by 1
s. (Right) Positions of this QD shown over 75 frames (15 s) as obtained from particle tracking
analysis. The QD is initially in the center of the frame. Time is indicated spectrally, with purple
representing the earliest time points, and the images at left are from the blue portion of the tra-
jectory. Scale bars are 1 µm.
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posure time (0.2 s) are spread over a large area. The ensemble MSD was fit to a
line yielding an average diffusion constant of the QDs in the film, D = 5.2 × 10-3
µm2/s, consistent with expectation for a polystyrene film with ≈ 30% mass sol-
vent. 52 Importantly, the variation among individual QD MSDs suggests that the
film is inhomogeneously mobile and that local viscoelasticity varies on the mi-
cron length scale in these swollen films. Particle tracking microrheology could
then be used to characterize the variation in viscoelasticity as a function of posi-
tion within the swollen film.
3.4.2 Monitoring and Controlling Aggregation of MEH-PPV via Polymer Film Swelling
The multi-modal aspect of the SVA system was exploited to explore aggregation
of single polymer chains in swollen films in real time. Here, poly(2-methoxy-5-
(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene) (MEH-PPV) synthesized as described
previously 106 (Mw = 168 000 g/mol, PDI = 2.1) was embedded in PMMA (Sigma-
Aldrich, Mw = 97 000 g/mol). Sample films were prepared by spin-coating a
toluene solution of MEH-PPV containing 6.0 wt. % PMMA on the QCM sensor
and the coverslip at ≈ 2800 rpm for 60 s. The dried films had MEH-PPV concen-
tration of ≈ 5 × 10-7 M and were determined to have a thickness of ≈ 270 nm
via Equations 3.1 and 3.2. Change in film thickness over the course of SVA was
calculated from measured change of mass per unit area of the film combined
with known vapor volume ratio and independent measurements of film swelling
with each of the two solvents to determine swelling capacity of the PMMA film
with these solvents.
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The sample films were then placed in the chamber and exposed to nitrogen
gas flow at Qnit = 400 sccm for 30 min to remove residual solvents. Following
this, the films were swollen with solvent vapor using an acetone–chloroform
solvent mixture in a single container. The liquid volume ratio was 50%:50%, re-
sulting in a vapor volume ratio of 56.3%:43.7%, as shown in Figure 3-4(a). Ag-
gregates were prepared using two different solvent swelling conditions, one in
which the acetone-chloroform mixture was delivered at saturated equilibrium
vapor pressure and the one in which the vapor pressure was at 85% of the satu-
ration level.
Polymer film swelling and aggregation of MEH-PPV molecules were mon-
itored simultaneously. Figures 3-6(a) and 3-6(b) show degrees of film swelling
as measured at the QCM together with wide-field fluorescence images taken
of the sample during swelling. Since the fluorescence intensity of single chains
is low compared to emission from aggregates, the illumination intensity (0.7
W/cm2 at the sample) was chosen to best show the progression of aggregate
formation rather than to allow visualization of single molecules.
Before solvent vapor exposure, the film exhibited moderate, largely homo-
geneous fluorescence as a result of many individual MEH-PPV chains dispersed
within the film. The film was then swelled using the acetone-chloroform mix-
ture as described above. Acetone is a selective solvent for the host PMMA ma-
trix (having a Flory-Huggins interaction parameter of χ < 0.5 for the host and
χ > 0.5 for MEH-PPV), thus swelling the host matrix allowing for diffusion of
MEH-PPV chains. Mixing this solvent with chloroform, a non-selective good
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Figure 3.6: In situ monitoring of aggregation of MEH-PPV polymers. (a) Degree of film swelling
as a function of time for the sample films on the QCM sensor swollen with a 50:50 liquid vol-
ume chloroform:acetone mixture at 100% (dark blue) or 85% (light blue) saturated vapor pres-
sure. (b) Wide-field fluorescence images and (c) number of fluorescent features found using
feature finding algorithms adapted from Crocker et al. for films deposited on the coverslip at
various points during the solvent vapor annealing process. 28 Images represent ¼ of the total
field of view used for feature finding and feature intensity quantification. Scale bar is 5 µm.
(d) Histograms of average fluorescence intensity of individual aggregates obtained from films
quenched with nitrogen gas after 50 min of solvent swelling. Median values are 1236 and 859
counts/200 ms for the films swollen at 100% and 85% saturated vapor pressure, respectively.
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solvent for both MEH-PPV and PMMA, enables supersaturated conditions to
be achieved and aggregation to be initiated.28 Aggregation proceeds while the
film is swollen as evidenced by decreasing intensity across most of the image
alongside emergence of distinct bright features (Figure 3-6(b)). This suggests
that the onset of film swelling was accompanied by MEH-PPV chain diffusion
that allowed the aggregation process to begin. In the fully swollen state, fea-
tures become increasingly bright and their number decreases (Figure 3-6(c)).
This suggests that the growth of aggregates is consistent with Ostwald ripen-
ing, 112,79,63,152 in which single polymer chains preferentially re-solvate from
smaller aggregates and are incorporated into larger aggregates, as has been
suggested previously. 154 While the two films have approximately the same
number of aggregates 10 min into swelling, when the films are equally swollen,
by 20 min it is evident that the film that is more swollen has fewer aggregates,
suggesting that the aggregation process is limited by diffusivity of the single
molecules and/or small aggregate species. While the degree of film swelling sat-
urated after ≈20 min of solvent vapor swelling, aggregate growth continued
during the entire time the film was swollen, as judged by both the decreasing
number of features and the increasing brightness of the imaged spots. Assum-
ing the density of MEH-PPV chains is similar regardless of aggregate size, aggre-
gate size will be correlated with fluorescence intensity. 154 Figure 3-6(d) shows
histograms for the fluorescence intensity of individual aggregates after 50 min
of solvent swelling of the film, with intensity calculated by averaging intensi-
ties of the five brightest pixels in each feature. Aggregates generated under
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the higher partial vapor pressure exhibited higher fluorescence intensity, re-
flecting their larger size. Such aggregates could be further characterized over
the course of the swelling and de-swelling process by quantifying fluorescence
intensity, fluorescence anisotropy, and/or emission spectra. These results, in
which aggregates formed in a given time differ in size as a function of saturated
vapor pressure delivered, hint at the prospect of controlling not only aggre-
gate size but also photophysical properties such as fluorescence anisotropy and
spectra through precise control of the solvent swelling process.
3.5 Conclusions
Solvent vapor annealing studies to date have been limited in their ability to si-
multaneously control and monitor extent of swelling while characterizing film
microscopic structure and dynamics. We accomplish such control and mea-
surement here by using mass-flow controllers to set solvent vapor pressures, a
quartz crystal microbalance to characterize film swelling, and an epi-fluorescence
microscope to characterize structure and dynamics within the film. This ap-
proach enables both the study of solvent vapor annealing processes and con-
trolling the processes mediated by the solvent-swollen phases of polymer films.
3.6 Outlook and Future Directions
The ability to control and completely characterize solvent vapor annealing con-
ditions can be used to study various processes. Fundamental studies on poly-
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mer annealing are also now possible. Polymer films exhibit a change in their
mechanical properties upon annealing (through either thermal or solvent va-
por annealing methods). By introducing tracer particles or single-molecules, the
heterogeneity of film properties within the solvent-swollen film can be charac-
terized via particle-tracking microrheology. An interesting direction would be
the tracking of the film’s viscoelasticity as annealing proceeds.
This apparatus can be used to study block co-polymer thin films as they
undergo solvent-vapor mediated phase segregation into well-ordered nanos-
tructures. Currently, experimental parameters for attaining various phase-
segregated morphologies differs greatly, without uniform experimental con-
ditions. This apparatus provides the ability to characterize the intermediate
structures within the vapor swollen film as well as the mobility of the film. In
combination, this will supply the information necessary to understand the phase
transition mechanisms for ordering in these films.
Finally, this apparatus will be used to prepare aggregates of MEH-PPV in a
controlled fashion. Once prepared, these aggregates can be assessed using a
suite of spectroscopic and imaging techniques, such as SHRImP or polarization
modulation, to understand how photophysical properties emerge when chains
come into contact. This apparatus can be used to tune the aggregation process
to produce various degrees of internal ordering within the aggregate. In addi-
tion, the ability to track aggregates as they grow allow for the observation of





Optical Flow for Collagen Studies
4.1 Introduction: Collagen
Collagen gels are a type of complex material. In mammals, collagen is the most
abundant protein (comprising 25-35% of all protein in humans) and plays an es-
pecially important role as a structural material, comprising connective tissue in-
cluding but not limited to bone, cartilage, and the cornea. 5 Because of its struc-
tural importance, there are many collagen-related diseases resulting from ge-
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netic defects or nutritional deficiencies that affect the biosynthesis and assem-
bly of collagen. 24 The study of collagen assembly and its mechanical properties
is therefore extremely relevant for medical and tissue engineering applications.
Single-molecule imaging in collagen is not a practical approach to study-
ing the macroscopic properties of collagen gels. At the molecular level, colla-
gen is composed of three polypetide strands that spontaneously assemble into
a triple helical structure. The collagen self-assembly process continues, with
these triple helices forming fibrils that then comprise even larger fibers. 5 The
fibrillar network’s structural heterogeneities, combined with the long length
scales of interest here, make it difficult to employ pattern recognition as in the
case of single-molecule data, since single molecule analysis is grounded in the
the understanding of the PSF as an approximated 2D-Gaussian surface.
Because images of collagen do not consist of isolated point sources, the
analysis of such images require the use of different quantitative methods. Pre-
viously, most efforts to analyze collagen images have focused on quantifying
static properties observable within a single image, such as determining fibril di-
ameter, fiber number, mesh size, and fiber length. 166,167,174 To quantify dynamics
in the gel is more complicated.
This section of my dissertation describes the application of an optical flow
algorithm to the study of two phenomena involving the physics of collagen gels—
namely the sol-gel transition and strain-stiffening. Despite the well-understood
chemical composition of collagen, the final viscoelastic gel may exhibit varied
network structures and mechanical properties. 2,166,167 It has been noted for ex-
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ample, that the network structure and stiffness are sentitive to temperature,
pH, and ionic strength. These variations are due to early events in collagen fib-
rillogenesis, which is apparently a nucleation-and-growth process. 27 To better
understand how intital conditions determine equilibrium gel properties, de-
tailed study of the gelation process is needed. This chapter will discuss the use
of optical flow to study the dynamics of collagen during gelation before its rheo-
logical gel point, when these network properties are believed to be set. In addi-
tion to exhibiting tunable biomechanics, collagen gels, as well as other biopoly-
mer networks, are known to exhibit strain-stiffening, a phenomenon that is gen-
erally not observed in synthetic gels. This chapter will discuss the use of optical
flow calculations to characterize the perturbations to a collagen network that
occur during strain-stiffening, and identify local deformations that occur in ad-
vance of bulk gel failure.
4.2 Experimental Details
Collagen gels were prepared as described by Zhu et al. using acid-solubilized
collagen solutions at 1.0 mg/ml and gelation at 25 ◦C. 174 The gels were imaged
using an inverted confocal laser scanning microscope in either fluorescence or
reflectance mode as described in Appendix D. Imaging was performed in either
mode for strain-stiffening experiments integrated with a rheometer in a manner
described below.
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4.3 Data Analysis Methods
Optical flow refers to the detection of the change of structured light in an im-
age, due to relative motion between a scene and a detector. Replicating this ca-
pability is an ongoing endeavor in the machine intelligence and computer vision
community. Though these processes are naturally processed in the human vi-
sual system, they require estimation of self-motion, image segmentation into
independantly moving parts, and determining foreground and background. 10
There are two key steps to solving a basic optical flow problem: (1) deter-
mining the features within the image to track and (2) determining a mathemat-
ical method to follow those features. 9 10 For example, the widely-used Lucas-
Kanade method is one of a class of sparse techniques that follow specific, des-
ignated, edges within an image. 83 This is not ideal for the study of collagen gela-
tion, where large scale changes across the whole image are expected and fea-
tures will appear and evolve in size and shape. Instead, the Färneback algorithm
was used because it is an efficient method for calculating dense optical flow.
Here, a flow vector is assigned to each pixel of image. Using the Färneback algo-
rithm, the local image around the neighborhood of a pixel, x, is approximated by
as 3D-surface given by:
f1(x) ∼ xTA1x+ bT1 x+ c1 (4.1)
where A is a symmetric matrix, b is a vector and c a scalar determined by least
squares fit to the image. The displacement is estimated by constructing a new
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signal in which the previous signal was translated, f2(x) = f1(x − d), where d
is the displacement vector. 42 Because this algorithm does not rely on a specific
pattern recognition scheme, it is well-suited for dealing with all the stages of
gelation from nucleation to growth.
A primary assumption in this algorithm, and many other optical flow algo-
rithms, is that the frame rate is sufficiently fast so that displacements observed
between frames is not too large. The Färneback dense optical flow algorithm
was implemented using a routine written in Python along with the openCV soft-
ware library. The data displayed here is colorized to reflect both vector magni-
tude and angle by using the HSV (or hue, saturation, value) color scale, which is
well-suited for describing circular quantities such as angle, as well as polar co-
ordinates. In particular, only the hue and value parameters are used for the data
shown here. The so-called “value” scale depicts the magnitude of an optical flow
vector. As depicted in Figure 4-1, a vector with large magnitude in the “cyan” di-
rection would appear very vibrantly, while a vector in the same direction with a
small vector magnitude would appear as dimmer. The so-called “hue” is used to
indicate the direction of the vector. In the example shown in Figure 4-1, a vector
depicted in red would represent motion in the opposite direction of one drawn
in cyan.
While the HSV color scaling of the data is useful for qualitative, user-based
assessment of data, quantitative analysis brings the possibility of attaining more
information. The optical flow calculation yields a vector field, which can be de-
composed into a field of flow magnitudes and angles. While vector magnitudes
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Figure 4.1: The HSV cylinder is used to visualize the optical flow data presented in this chap-
ter. The color (or hue) is used to indicate optical flow direction (the angular component of the
vector). The value scale is used to indicate vector magnitude, with dimmer values representing
smaller magnitudes. The saturation dimension of this scale is not used for the data visualizations
in this chapter.
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can be characterized by conventional statistics, angular data must use direc-
tional statistics. A brief overview is given here for the two directional statistics
used—angular mean and angular variance. For a set of n vectors, the mean di-





















i cos θi ≥ 0
(4.2)
The angular variance, V, can be used to describe the heterogeneity of observed
flow vectors:











which is constrained to the range 0 ≤ V ≤ 1 , with the bounds of zero and one
describing anisotropic and isotropic alignment, respectively. 89 It should be noted
that these quantities were derived for the case in which the angle from every
vector is treated equally without consideration of its magnitude. In the future
however, it may be useful to to weight each angle when calculating the mean to
give less importance to optical flow with very small magnitudes that may stem
from noise in the images.
4.3.1 Quantitatively Assessing Early Events in the Collagen Gelation Process with
Optical Flow
It has been noted in the literature that the network properties of a collagen
gel, such as structure and stiffness are sentitive to temperature, pH, and ionic
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strength. 2 Thus, characterizing collagen during network development may en-
able improvements in collagen-based matrix design and may be relevant for un-
derstanding self-assembly processes of other fibrillar proteins as well. This is
particularly important for tissue engineering applications where the control of
biomechanical properties is critical.
Collagen gelation is typically assessed by turbidity or rheology. Both of
these methods provide characteristic time points to describe the gelation pro-
cess: a lag time (tlag) during which the turbidity and mechanical properties of
the forming gel resemble that of the solution before gelation commences, a
growth phase during which turbidity and viscoelastic moduli increase quickly,
and a plateau time (tpl) when the gelation process is complete. These observa-
tions of the complex sol-gel process are consistent with a two step nucleation-
and-growth model of collagen fibrillogenesis. 66,27 However, these characteristic
times inadequately describe the microscopic details within the forming collagen
gel.
Imaging can reveal details about the forming fibrillar structures within the
gel, including at these aforementioned time points. In particular, confocial re-
flectance microscopy as well as confocal fluorescence microscopy (CRM and
CFM, respectively) are popular methods for imaging collagen gels—not only are
they well-suited for thick samples, but they have also been shown to contain
information necessary to predict both rheological properties and information
provided from turbidity experiments. 166,174,167
From a rheological standpoint, the gel point (tg) is defined as the (frequency
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independent) time when the storage modulus surpasses the magnitude of the
loss modulus. Previous efforts attempting to characterize the forming gel found
that the network undergoes a so-called arrest, characterized by an arrest time
(ta), wherein the primary fiber network is no longer mobile and also resembles
that of the final gel. Interestingly, the arrest time occurs before the rheologi-
cally defined gel point. 166 Because the gel structure appears to be fully deter-
mined earlier than previously appreciated, attention should be paid towards
understanding the events leading up to arrest.
Previous observations of arrest time have relied on the qualitative assess-
ment of CRM data. However, CFM data is believed to be more sensitive to early
gelation events since CRM images are only generated once the fibers are large
enough to reflect light. Hence, optical flow characterizations of the forming net-
work will utilize CFM images.
The Färneback algorithm was applied to CFM images of a forming collagen
gel. A qualitatively assigned arrest time from CRM data was compared to the
optical flow result by visual inspection. It was noted that the first instance in
which the network appeared to be locked in place coincided with a largely unidi-
rectional optical flow. To attain a more quantitative measure of arrest, however,
the sum of the magnitudes of all optical flow vectors was tracked over time as
shown in Figure 4-2. The optical flow magnitude sum shows a sigmoidal curve,
with a sudden decay around the qualitatively assessed arrest time. In fact, the
inflection point of this curve is close to the qualitative arrest time.
A future research direction may involve investigating the abruptness of the
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Figure 4.2: Top: optical flow data presented in an HSV color scale for a selected time range
around arrest time. Bottom: the sum of vector magnitudes as computed by optical flow. Track-
ing the integrated optical flow magnitude of each frame reveals a sudden decay around the qual-
itatively assessed arrest time. The arrest time can be quantified as the inflection point of this
decay curve as shown above.
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arrest—observing any possible correlations between the decay rate of optical
flow magnitudes and experimental parameters. Other future research direc-
tions involve the characterization of optical flow before arrest time, character-
izing possible locally correlated dynamics emerging within the gel. This is sug-
gested by the presence of distinct regions of directional flow (indicated by the
HSV colorized data) present in each frame before arrest time. This is a compli-
cated endeavor, possibly requiring image segmentation, thresholding or cluster-
ing algorithms.
4.3.2 Quantitatively Assessing Strain-Stiffening Phenomena in Collagen Gels
In biology, structural integrity is provided largely by biopolymer networks, such
as collagen in the basement membrane, or actin cytoskeleton in cells. These
biopolymer networks allow cells and tissues to be quite resilient, in part be-
cause they exhibit stiffening at low-to-intermediate strain. This strain-stiffening
is unique to biopolymer networks in contrast to most synthetic gels, where
strain-stiffening is typically not observed. 104 39 6 ?
Though strain-stiffening in biopolymer networks is commonly observed, its
origins are not agreed upon. There are at least two hypotheses that may explain
the emergence of strain-stiffening—(1) entropic strain-stiffening by which the
filaments stretch out thereby limiting their thermal fluctuations or (2) enthalpic
strain-stiffening whereby the fiber network experiences inhomoheneous defor-
mations. 143 150 111 53 39 53
Strain-stiffening is typically studied using a rheometer to measure the vis-
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coelastic moduli of the gel while it is strained. Pairing rheology with imaging
can provide the information necessary to understand the relationship between
different types of strain-stiffening, network structures, and the mechanical re-
sponse of the gel. The multi-modal microscope shown in Figure 4-3 allows rhe-
ology to be performed simultaneously with confocal imaging of the gel. This
multi-modal setup is capable of fine control over strain while simultaneously
measuring the viscoelastic moduli of the gel and collecting CRM and CFM data.
The ability to concurrently acquire spatio-temporal information via imaging
along with assessment of mechanical properties is invaluable for determining
the microscopic origins of strain-stiffening within the gel.
Since the fibrillar network is too complex to qualitatively assess during a
strain-stiffening experiment, optical flow can aide in the detection of network
changes during stain stiffening. The collagen gel, prepared as described in the
previous section, was subjected to strain as shown in Figure 4-4. For the data
shown here, the gel was simultaneously imaged using CRM.
Optical flow analysis reveals that the movement of the gel at low strain
closely follows the direction of applied strain, as indicated by uniform color-
ing when the data is presented with HSV scaling. At increasing levels of strain,
however, optical flow detects motions that deviate from the direction of applied
strain. These deviations increase in directional heterogeneity with increased
strain. Figure 4-4 shows one such instance of non-affine deformation as de-
tected by optical flow when the gel is strained near its yield point.
Future directions involve the characterization of regions where inhomoge-
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the rheomicroscope for simultaneous rheology and confocal mi-
croscopy measurements. The set-up allows the collection of CFM and CRM data from the glass
bottom while rheology can be performed at the same time with the top tool for the identical
biopolymer gel. Abbreviations used in scheme: L for lens, M for mirror, DM for dichroic mirror,
P for pinhole, BS for beam splitter, PMT for photomultiplier tube, LLF for laser line filter, FC for
fiber coupler, LP/BP for long pass / bandpass filter and OBJ for objective lens.
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Figure 4.4: Top: Percentage strain applied to the gel as a function of time, as well as the mechan-
ical response of the gel as recorded by its storage (red) and loss (black) modulus. In addition, the
integrated optical flow magnitude (blue) can be used to monitor the materials response to the
strain sweeps. The vertical dotted line indicates the time point indicated on the bottom portion.
Bottom: a selection of frames when the gel is strained at ≈7.8% and the non-affine deforma-
tions that are observed, indicated by the inhomogenoeus optical flow.
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neous deformations occur—particularly, achieving the ability to quantify their
size as well as the degree of heterogeneity within these regions of non-affine
deformation. In addition, determining whether these non-affine regions are
spatially correlated can indicate whether strain-stiffening is attributed to the
structures that are visible by CRM or if small structures that are not present
in the CRM image may play a role, such as through microscopic rearrangments
that cause strain to be transduced through the fibrillar network differently over
time.
4.4 Outlook and Future Directions
Preliminary assessments have shown the Färneback algorithm to be extremely
adept for the analysis of collagen’s properties. This concept of visualizing flow
can be indispensible for understanding other phenomena in not only complex
systems but also biology. Though optical flow methods are widely used in the
artificial intelligence community as well as in many commercial applications,
they are seldom used in a biological or biophysical context. This is slowly chang-
ing however. In addition to the work presented here, it has also been shown that
optical flow can yield results that are more accurate than traditional methods
for assessing velocity fields in particle image velocimetry. 153Optical flow was
also used to assess cell migration. 15 With a plethora of algorithms available, it
is important to select the correct algorithm that is appropriate for the material
and phenomenon in question. 9 10
It is also unclear how to assess the accuracy of an optical flow calculation,
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which is necessary to study finer motions and distortions of the collagen net-
work, an understanding of what motions are statistically significant will be re-
quired. For further application of optical flow, determining “uncertainty in flow”,
in a manner analogous to attempts at quantifying localization accuracy for single-
molecule PSFs, is expected to follow SNR, SNB, and algorithmic parameters
such as whether or not image pyramids are used to detect motion or the Gaus-
sian width used for polynomial expansion in each pixel. As it becomes more de-
sirable to use optical flow to extract more complex details of collagen gelation
and strain-stiffening, unless uncertainty becomes quantifiable, attributing phys-
ical meaning to the optical flow calculations can become increasingly difficult.
Simulations reflective of the image generation process with subsequent optical
flow calculation can be used to explain expected uncertainty with variance in
SBR as well as heterogeneity of motions observed.
To localize and study specific structural motifs that lend to non-affine de-
formations within these networks, another algorithm will need to be developed
to utilize the flow vectors over the course of gel deformation, and map them to
the represent the actual fiber network. This could possibly be done using slower
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Drift from Single-Molecule Data
Drift is a commonly occuring problem when imaging. It is often unavoidable, es-
pecially when the length scales of interest approach the nanoscale, and greatly
affects quantitative image analysis. Since drift is encountered in several projects
discussed in this dissertation, a brief review of drift and how it was removed in
the contexts of the studies presented in the dissertation are covered here.
A.1 Drift and Brownian Motion
Brownian motion is defined as the memory-less motion of a particle suspended
in an isotropic fluid. This phenomenon is ubiquitous across topics in soft matter
and biology. This random motion, caused by the stochastic collisions of the fluid
on the particle in question, follows a well-defined form (given below in the 1-
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The diffusion coefficient, D, is expressed as D = kBT/6πηr, where kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, η is the viscosity of the medium, and
r is the radius of the diffusing particle. Note that the probability distribution
function is centered on zero. If sufficient particles are observed in parallel expe-
riencing the same environment, the mean step size between two points in time
should be zero. This observed behavior would yield a linear mean-squared dis-
placement given by MSD = 4Dt. 45 97
When Brownian motion is superimposed with sample drift, for example a












with the transition probability distribution function being a translation of the
drift-free one, now centered on Vt instead of zero. This results in modified MSD
trajectories described by:
MSDobs = MSD + V
2t2 = 4Dt+ V 2t2 (A.3)
This relationship also holds for a sample undergoing flow. Interestingly, a con-
stant drift velocity affects the MSD non-linearly. It should also be noted that in
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the regime where both diffusion and drift are present, diffusion dominates the
MSD curve at early times (t ≪ 4D/V 2). 120 In the extreme case however, where
the drift velocity is much greater than diffusion, V ≫ D, 4D/V 2 may be smaller
than the frame rate of the movie. In such a scenario it is important to remove
drift before any data analysis.
For a collection of homogenously sized particles in an isotropic fluid, the al-
gorithm for removing drift is quite simple. A particle tracking analysis is done
following the Crocker and Grier algorithm for feature finding and linking parti-
cles between frames. This yields spatial trajectories in x,y coordinates for each
of the particles. From this, the drift in the x-dimension at time ti relative to the






xi − x0 (A.4)
This can be calculated for each dimension. Higher resolution can be attained by
using FIONA to attain the coordinates, as was the case in all de-drifted data pre-
sented in this dissertation. Special care must be taken to ensure that the proper
parameters are used in the feature finding and particle-tracking algorithms,
as the success of inferring the drift trajectory relies on having constructed the
proper spatial trajectories.
This relationship should hold true regardless of heterogeneous diffusivities,
in which case the transition probability for a given particle should still be cen-
tered on the drift. Therefore, despite a spread of diffusivities, the drift should
still be extractable given ”enough” particles are considered. There may be a
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need to average over more trajectories when the spread of dynamics observed
is large or if localization accuracy is low.
A.2 Drift and Single-Molecule High-Resolution Imaging with Photobleach (SHRImP)
In cases where SHRImP analysis is used, drift correction is more challenging.
It is still quite straightforward to calculate the sample drift from a SHRImP ex-
periment using FIONA as described above. Though the PSF jumps in position as
emitters bleach within a conjugated polymer, these jumps are very small (much
smaller than drift) because the emitters are within a diffraction limited spot.
Furthermore, these jumps are rare events that are easily averaged out when
considering an ensemble of particles.
If one considers the entirety of a frame-to-frame eccentricity plot, such as
in Chapter Two, it would require movies that undergo very minimal drift since
two PSFs that may not be close in time would need to be subtracted from each
other. In the extreme case, when drift is significant, a PSF taken from later in the
movie will have drifted too much relative to that from early the movie to be sub-
tractable with fidelity. For all the data presented in chapter two, drift was not
only deemed minimal, but within localization accuracy for the the entirety of the
movie. Furthermore, all SHRImP subtractions used PSFs temporarlly adjacent
to each other.
To investigate the effect of drift, we developed a drift tracing algorithm and
employed it on MEH-PPV immobilized in polystyrene matrices. In the MEH-
PPV movies used in this work, while typically only 10 - 20 MEH-PPV molecules
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Figure A.1: An example of calculated drift for a movie with 200 MEH-PPV features tracked via
FIONA over 100 frames.
were analyzed via SHRImP, more features were visible. These were deemed in-
appropriate for the SHRImP analysis presented in this study either because the
signal to background was too low for SHRImP (though acceptable for FIONA)
and/or because the intensity trajectories were more complex than the mono-
tonically decaying ones analyzed in this study. Thus, movies typically had 200
individual features that could be used for drift analysis and correction.
Given that the typical drift over the full trajectory in movies used for fur-
ther assessment is ≈ 10 nm, we assume that the drift between adjacent and
near-adjacent frames used in SHRImP subtraction is negligible. Beyond that,
we tested the effect of drift and drift correction as follows. If a SHRImP pair
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frame {i,j} was identified, the averaged drift from the beginning of the movie
to the time points associated with the SHRImP subtraction were calculated
and used to correct the position of the emission site. Using the movie associ-
ated with Figure A-1 as an example, an emission site (x,y) was determined by
SHRImP via a subtraction on a selected MEH-PPV molecule’s intensity trace us-
ing frame pair {20,23}. The average change in feature positions between frames
1 and 20 is (dx,dy) = (1.04 nm, 1.39 nm), while that between frames 1 to 23 is (-
0.19 nm, 1.73 nm). Averaging the changes from frame 1 to 20 and frame 1 to 23
yields an average drift to the time associated with the photobleaching event of
(0.43 nm, 1.56 nm). The drift-corrected position of the identified emitter would
then be (x - 0.43 nm, y - 1.56 nm). We find that so long as the drift over the full
course of the trajectory is no greater than 10 nm in either x or y, the difference
between identified positions and resulting RMS distance is well below localiza-
tion accuracy, as shown in Figure A-2. Here, over all the molecules assessed in
this study, we find that the RMS distance changes by -0.13 and -0.15 nm follow-
ing de-drifting for stepwise and continuous intensity trajectories, respectively.
Given the limited effect of dedrifting in these movies and the potential error in-
troduced by imperfect de-drifting, the data analyzed in all sections of Chapter
Two except Figure A-2 was not corrected for drift. Instead, only movies with
no greater than 10 nm drift in x and y over the course of the trajectory were
deemed appropriate for further analysis.
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Microrheology at Long Lag Times
B.1 Introduction: Microrheology
Rheology characterizes materials by applying forces and monitoring the resul-
tant deformation or stress. This is particularly useful in the field of soft matter,
where materials often exhibit viscoelastic properties—the superposition of both
a storage and loss modulus, where the material has properties between that of a
purely elastic solid and a purely viscuous fluid, respectively. 21
Traditionally, rheological measurements are performed macroscopically to
obtain the complex viscoelastic modulus, G. This can be used to represent the
relationship between oscillating stress and strain on a viscoelastic material:
G(ω) = G′(ω) + iG′′(ω) (B.1)
where G′ is the storage (or elastic) modulus, and G′′ the loss (or viscuous) modu-
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lus. In traditional rheometry, G′ and G′′ are obtained from the applied stress and









with δ being the phase shift between them.
In possibly heterogeneous materials however, the sources of macroscopic
anomalies may have origins in their microscopic details. Thus, the characteriza-
tion of smaller regions can be important. Microrheology is a set of techniques
developed to measure G for smaller regions and quantities and facilitate the un-
derstanding of how microscopic properties affect macroscopic observations.
This is frequently achieved by introducing tracers (either particles or single-
molecules) into the medium of interest and probing their motions. These parti-
cles undergo Brownian motion, which can be measured by their mean-squared
displacement (MSD):
⟨∆r̃2(t)⟩ = ⟨[r(t0 + τ)− r(t0)]2⟩ (B.4)






The complex viscoelastic modulus is related to the motion of these tracers by
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where G̃(s) is the Laplace transform of G, ⟨∆r̃2(s)⟩ is the Laplace transform of
the mean squared displacement, s the Laplace frequency, and a the radius of the
tracer probe. 18,164,92,91
B.2 Mean-Squared Displacement: Experimental Considerations
Challenges abound when performing particle-tracking microrheology. For ex-
ample, localization accuracy poses a problem—while static localization accuracy
is a well-solved problem, there exists no good measure for dynamic localization
accuracy. 109,135,97,98These issues in localization accuracy are propagated into
the MSD, affecting both the slope and y-intercept of the MSD and can not be
removed by simple subtraction.
Resultant MSDs may then appear to reflect heterogeneous behavior due
to the nature in which they are computed in combination with some experi-
mental considerations including but not limited to localization accuracy. At
longer lag times, the MSD is computed from progressively fewer points, which
greatly increases the likelihood of observing anomalous artifacts at these time-
scales. 136,97,98 Trajectory length also needs to be long enough to overcome in-
stances of faster or slower diffusion due to stochasticity. This is the case even
when the tracers are dispersed in a homogeneous medium. In reality, many sys-
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tems probed by microrheology are heterogeneous in nature, which complicates
the analysis. To overcome these difficulties, most experimentalists average over
many trajectories to mitigate problems associated with the short traejctory
lengths as well as to remove contributions from noise in the MSD. This however
poses the risk of averaging over the microscopic heterogeneities that microrhe-
ology promises to uncover in the first place.
B.3 Simulated Particle Tracking Microrheology Experiments: Homogeneous Sce-
narios
A Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation was written to explain the connection
between single-molecule trajectories, experimental parameters, and subse-
quent micro-rheological analysis. A point-spread function was generated on the
center of a pixel array (with pixel dimensions corresponding to 100 nm/pixel)
and camera noise and signal-to-background ratio of 4.5 applied in a similar man-
ner described previously. 55 The frame rate chosen was 0.1 s per frame. For the
data presented here, the SBR and frame rate was chosen to match the experi-
mental scenario encountered in Chapter 3, when preparing aggregates of MEH-
PPV.
The generated PSF was translated by picking a step in both the x- and y-











for a total of 1000 steps, again to match typical experimental conditions. This
trajectory is considered to be long for typical single-molecule and single-particle
studies. The MSD was then calculated for this trajectory. For the data shown
here, the diffusion coefficient was chosen as 0.0005 µm2/s. It should be noted
that these simulations exclude camera blur effects due to motion. However, dis-
torations of the data due to any motion-induced blurring effect is expected to be
minimal since the typical displacement between frames given these conditions
is expected to be less than a pixel.
Assuming the trajectory is long enough, the MSD should match the theoret-
ical MSD for the input diffusion coefficient. In the case of this simulation, when
determining the diffusion coefficient from such trajectories, the linear fit of the
first few points, where the MSD statistics are best, yielded good estimates of
the input diffusion coefficient (always correct to the 4th significant digit). This
is expected, matching the findings of several previous studies describing the
relationship between trajectory length and estimates of the diffusion coeffi-
cient. 136,40
However, most experimental conditions yield individual MSDs that deviate
significantly from the ideal trajectory due to short trajectory length. This yields
non-linear MSD behaviors that can easily be misconstrued as sub or super-
diffusion when fit to a power law, given below:
MSD ≈ kxν (B.8)
where values of ν < 1 indicate sub-diffusion and ν > 1 for super-diffusion.
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Figure B.1: Selected mean-squared displacement trajectories (left) resulting from a simulation
of 500 diffraction-limited particles with a diffusion coefficient of 0.0005 µm2/s. Many of the
particles show apparent non-linear behaviour, and some trajectories exhibit dramatic super-
and sub-diffusive behaviours based on their MSD curves. On the right are two of the trajec-
tories, corresponding in color to their MSD curves given on the left. Note that the stochastic
nature of diffusion results in times over which individual trajectories exhibit sub- or super-
diffusion.
For these simulations, the power laws should yield ν = 1, indicating no anoma-
lous diffusion and a linear MSD. The power law fit however, was found to always
suggest the presence of anomalous diffusion. This can be problematic, for ex-
ample, when examining heterogeneous systems. For example, we wished to use
diffusion to size MEH-PPV aggregates, but this was complicated by findings of
anomalous diffusion that may have been physical or artifactual.
Of course, in the case of homogeneous diffusion, the mean of these anoma-
lous MSDs can be computed, and often results in the reconstruction of an ac-
curate MSD. The goal of this study was to move towards the development of a
method to compute the MSD when averaging is not an option, such as in these
heterogeneous systems. This would enable true single-particle microrheology
that would allow one to probe and compare distinct environments.
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B.4 Bootstrap: Resampling with Replacement
Resampling methods are a popular technique for estimating the precision of
sample statistics (such as a the sample mean or variance). One such method is
called bootstrapping, wherein a probability distribution of population statis-
tics is inferred by random sampling with replacement from the sample data. An
example would be an experiment to determine average human height. Since
it is impractical to measure every human, heights are only measured for N hu-
mans. Bootstrapping this data involves constructing new means from subsets
chosen via sampling with replacement, with replacement indicating that when
a piece data is picked, it can be picked again as part of the same iteration of re-
sampling. Assuming N is sufficiently large and many repetitions are performed,
a histogram of bootstrap means will result, which will allow an estimate of the
distribution of mean human heights. This can be applied to any other statistic or
estimator. 36
B.5 Towards Improved MSDs via Bootstrap Resampling
First, it was investigated whether under typical conditions (trajectory length
and signal-to-background ratio) the step size distribution had been sampled suf-
ficiently to provide accurate diffusion constants. Figure B2 shows that the prob-
ability distribution of step sizes has indeed been sampled enough under these
conditions, closely resembling the step size distribution set by the simulation.
For the data presented in this section, the trajectory shown in black in Fig-
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ure B1 is resampled 500 times using two methods. In one case, the trajectory
was resampled (with replacement) using only the steps that were observed
from the original trajectory, and new trajectories were constructed using those
steps only. In the other case, the observed step distribution was fit to a Gaus-
sian, with the fit results used as the resampling distribution. Figure B2 also shows
the original trajectory in black, along with the results of trajectories from re-
sampling. There were no notable differences in the resampled trajectories in
their x,y-coordinates or MSDs from a qualitative standpoint.
The MSD was computed for each of the 500 trajectories obtained via re-
sampling. These MSDs were then compiled in a mean of resampled trajectory
MSDs, which was then compared to the theoretical MSD expected from the
input diffusion coefficient. By either method of resampling, the mean of re-
sampled MSDs contains significantly fewer anomalies compared to the original
trajectory from which the resampling was performed. Moreover, in both cases
it was also more similar to the theoretical MSD than the original trajectory as
well. There were slight deviations however, depending on the method of resam-
pling. Typically, when a trajectory was resampled using the observed steps, the
resampled mean MSD displayed either a slight super- or sub-diffusive behav-
ior. This was dependant on the particulars of the trajectory that was resampled.
However, when resampling from the Gaussian fit of observed step size distribu-
tion, the resampled MSDs typically exhibit a power law close to 1. The MSD is
linear even at long lag times, when the statistics of the MSD are poor.
A problem was encountered however, when resampling a non-mobile tra-
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Figure B.2: A selection of trajectories observed via resampling (in this case, resampling from
observed steps). The original trajectory (identical to that shown in Figure B1) is shown in black,
and selected trajectories observed from resampling are shown in other colors. The MSDs of tra-
jectories obtained from resampling are shown in the upper right, with colors corresponding to
their trajectories. No significant qualitative differences were observed in individual MSDs from
either resampling method. The bottom right shows the distribution of observed steps (cyan) as
well as the theoretical step size distribution (in grey). The fit of the observed step distribution
is shown in the blue line, while the probability disitribution function for the simulation is in the
black line for comparison.
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Figure B.3: A trajectory, whose MSD is shown in black, was resampled in two ways. The mean
MSD via resampling the observed steps is shown in cyan. Though much less anomalous than the
original MSD, it exhibits super-diffusion as shown by its power law exponent being greater than
one. The mean MSD via resampling from the Gaussian fit is shown in blue. The theoretical MSD
for the inputted diffusion coefficient is drawn in red. The resampled mean MSD obtained from
the Gaussian fit is very close to the theoretical MSD and has the correct power law.
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Figure B.4: An immobile trajectory whose only apparent motions are due to camera noise is
shown in black. Resampling as described in this appendix yields trajectories that exhibit signifi-
cant levels of motion. The ability to resample while preserving fidelity of the resampled trajecto-
ries for motion, or lack thereof, is an ongoing endeavor.
jectory. Because of issues of localization accuracy, an immobile PSF will appear
mobile due to spurious changes in the images from camera noise. Resampling
a trajectory whose only motions are due to camera noise results in what would
appear to be a significantly mobile particle upon resampling. This can be prob-
lematic, since at times it is difficult to assess when a particle is immobile or expe-
riencing only very small motions.
There are several possible approaches to avoid attaining falsely mobile tra-
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jectories via resampling. For example, a Markov chain can be used to choose the
ordering of the steps when resampling. Another method might make use of the
radius of gyration of the observed trajectory to create a probabilty distribution
function for likely positions about the mean observed position, or using energy
penalties when a position outside the radius of gyration is chosen.
Another future consideration is the case in which the observed trajectory is
a result of heterogeneous modes of diffusion, such is the case in many viscoelas-
tic materials. Extending this resampling method to a heterogeneous systems
however, may be difficult. This is because each mode of diffusion, assuming they
are Brownian, has a distinct probability distribution function of steps sizes cen-
tered at zero, as described in Appendix A. In the case where many modes of dif-
fusion are present, the distribution of observed step sizes would then be the
superposition of many Gaussians. From an experimental standpoint, decompos-
ing the observed step size distribution into its constitutent modes of diffusion
would be difficult a priori. It is possible that a Markov chain may also help in this
regard. Some algorithms for classifying dynamical diffusion states have been
developed previously, which could possibly be incorporated into a new frame-
work that involves resampling. 161,41,67,68
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C
Details on Fluorescence Imaging
Methods
Many of the experiments described in this dissertation were performed on home-
built epi-flourescence microscopes with slight modifications. As the focus of
this dissertation is on the analysis techniques, the details of these setups are
given here instead.
C.1 A Versatile Epi-Fluorescence Microscope for Super-Resolution and Transla-
tional Diffusion Measurements
For work described in Chapters Two and Three, samples were prepared on a
coverslip and interrogated via wide-field epi-fluorescence microscopy. The ex-
periments employed continuous wave 488 nm excitation, an oil-immersion ob-
jective lens (Olympus PlanApo N 60×, NA = 1.4), and appropriate dichroic (488
nm), longpass (520 nm), and bandpass (525 - 675 nm) filters. Images were col-
lected using an electron-multiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD) camera
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Figure C.1: A schematic of the home-built epi-fluorescence microscope.
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Figure C.2: A schematic of the home-built epi-fluorescence microscope. This configuration dif-
fers from that in the previous section in the use of an air objective for compatibility with the
cryostat, as well as a Wollaston prism on the collection side for the measurement of rotations.
(Andor iXon DV-855). This setup can be easily modified to allow for different
types of measurements with just slight changes. For example, placing a rotating
polarizer on the excitation end would allow for fluorescence polarization modu-
lation measurements. For super-resolution (SHRImP) measurements no optical
modifacations were necessary.
C.2 A Modified Epi-Fluorescence Microscope for Rotational Diffusion Measure-
ments
For the work described in Chapter One, data was collected using a standard mi-
croscope in epi-fluorescence configuration and an air-objective (NA = 0.75). On
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the excitation side, a quarter- and half- waveplate were used to generate circu-
larly polarized light in order to democratically excite all fluorophores regardless
of their axial positioning. An excitation wavelength of 532 nm is typically em-
ployed on this microscope with the appropriate dichroic mirror (532 nm) and
filters. On the detection side, a Wollaston prism (Karl Lembrecht MWQ12-2)
was used to resolve orthogonal polarizations of fluorescence. For the data pre-
sented in chapter one, an EMCCD camera (Andor iXon DV887) recorded data at
a frame rate of 5 Hz, resulting in ≈12 frames per median probe rotational corre-
lation time. Guidelines for selecting the right frame rates for probing rotations
have been described previously. 84,85,76
Because the materials studied via the rotational diffusion of guest probes
were supercooled liquids, they were then placed in a cryostat (Janus, ST-500-
LN) and cooled with liquid nitrogen and a temperature controller (Lakeshore
331S). Because the sample requires thermal contact with the heating stage in-
side the chamber, optically accessing the sample through the cryostat requires
the use of an air-objective.
C.3 Multi-modal Confocal Imaging for Collagen Experiments
Collagen gels described in Chapter Four were imaged using an inverted confocal
laser scanning microscope (Olympus Fluoview 300) with an oil objective (NA =
1.42), integrated with a rheometer as shown in Figure 4-4. A 488 nm laser was
used to excite the samples.
To perform simultaneous imaging with rheology, as explained in Chapter
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Four, the excitation was diverted to an objective lens at the the base of a rheome-
ter using a coverslip as its base. The data is collected in the same way as afore-
mentioned above, with the descanned light collected through a confocal pinhole
and collected by two PMTs.
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